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PARADE PROGRAM Five Reasons Why Alumni Should Return For Homecoming SPEAKERS WILL
NERB
FOR HOMECOMING
ENLIVEN SPIRIT
MO 0ERG
- CENTER
OFIV/D
ANNOUNCED TODAY
OF '32 PEP FEST
DUVALL

ORGANIZATIONS TO COMPETE IN
THE PRESENTATION OF
VARIED FLOATS

TACKLE

Beautiful, humorous, and appropriate
floats will again form a part of Home
coming activities, as the parade, rep
resenting most of the Campus organ
izations, leaves the College at 10:15 a.
m. Saturday, November 5, to journey
through the business section of Moor- '
head.
Although there was no parade last
year, the cups won at the 1930 Home
coming celebration will be up for com
petition, with the exception of the prize
offered for beauty which was won by
the Art Club. The prize for the most
unique float was won by the Training
School in 1930, but will be competed
for until some organization wins it for
three consecutive years.
The Dramatic Club won the prize for
appropriateness in 1930. This prize must
also be won for a three year sequence
to insure permanent possession.
Game On at 2:30 P. M.
The parade will start at the Campus
and go west on Seventh Avenue to
Eighth Street, it will then go north to
First Avenue, and again west to Fourth
Street. From here it will turn north
to Center Avenue, go east to Eighth
Street, then south to Fourth Avenue,
where it will again turn east to Elev
enth Street and south to the Campus.
The football game will be the next
item of interest on the Homecoming
calendar and will be played on Memor
ial Field at two-thirty in the afternoon
between the Dragons and the Wolves
of Northern State Teachers College.
Aberdeen. The Pep Squad members
have been busy at work on activities

Hermrn

RiREfJECM-FOuBRcK

WILURM HoB'NSON-Wn-f sack

PEPFEST WILL BE BROADCAST
OVER KGFK AT EIGHT ON
NOVEMBER 4

Hear ye! Hear ye! "alumns". The
Pepfest will be broadcast over KGFK
Moorhead, at 8 o'clock on November
4. "Seeing is believing", but hearing
is quite reliable too. If it's impossible
to be sitting in Weld Auditorium on
that date—tune in. There will be
music by the Band; songs and yells
that every graduate of M. S. T. C.
knows; speeches by President MacLean,
Coach Nemzek, Ole Sande, president
of the Alumni Association, and John
Ingersoll, graduate of '32. The crown
ing event of the evening, of eouse,
will be the coronation of the Queen.
Ruth Best, Nina Jorgensen, Elia
Johnson, Vivian Nelson, and Eileen
O'Laughlin were chosen by the com
mittee in charge as candidates for the
Queen. Additional candidates may be
added by petitions containing 75 sign
ers. Voting began at 8 a. m. and will
conclude at 4:30 p. m. today, at which
' time the successful candidate will be
announced.
At the Pepfest the Queen will be
escorted to the stage by her attendants
during which the audience will remain
standing. The crown will be placed
on her head by Henry Booher, while
the Band plays "The Priest's March".
Outside the Auditorium the Band
will then have formed to lead the
<a|i
torch-light procession downtown and
through the streets of Moorhead. When
—i.—, . ,1 I*
the Queen and her attendants leave the
Henry Booher
- END Auditorium they will take their place
in line, followed by the Pep Squad and
the student body.
Fire Is Rallying Point
Whoopee ', yelled the rejuvenated
alum, "Ray'-', screamed the highly en
TO THE ALUMNI:
thused co-ed,' "Zowie"
boomed
txfmed the
As truly representing the-spirit of the I"™,,,
°
,
student body the Student Commission
? JXL1 e, ™ascullne faction as
y ,
6 ranks. leaving the torchlight
extends a whole-hearted welcome to
a 'err'ble state of disorder
the Alumni and their friends to the' ^7
Annual Homecoming on November pn rfn, °' ,.e
°Pen sPaces east o
fourth and fifth.
Comstock Hall-, where a few flickers <
,,
. ,
,
light were already beginning to show
With the support of the argest stu- ThiS) good folks. is a
jew of whp,
dent body in the history of the College. wm happen immediately following the
g expended t0 make torch-light parade, which in turn follVeriof°£ 15
the 1932 Homecoming an outstanding lOWs the coronation of the Queen.
event( Continued oil page 8 )
To those of you who find it possible
•—
to return for this event we will have p A TVTPTTQ
f DATTDC
an opportunity to express a hearty vAiilr UO
'Jfi.UuFu
welcome, and to those who find it im
possible to return we extend greetings,
hoping that many of you will have an
opportunity to enter into the spirit of
the occasion through broadcasts of var
ious parts of the festivities.
BREAKFASTS ARE SCHEDULED
THE STUDENT COMMISSION,
FOR VARIOUS HOURS
Henry Booher, President.
ON SATURDAY

Bids You Welcome DINNER, DANCE TO Speaks For Students
W,w«„
o. a.their secrets.a- ^
END
FESTIVITIES
far
have not divulged
The fall homecoming is an institu
tion at Moorhead Teachers College. The
OF HOMECOMING
DECORATIONS AND , faculty,
and students will be at home
this year, Saturday, November 5. In GLASRCD CHAIRMAN OF DINNER
REGISTRATION ARE fact
the festivities will begin the evenPROGRAM; DUBOIS HEADS
j ing of the fourth. A program of reDANCE COMMITTEE
NOW UNDER WAY i unions, pageants, and a football game
:

ha^, ^ee,r" prOV'C'e<?'
A complete evening's entertainment
This letter is addressed to you as an for facultyj alumm, and students has
FINANCIAL END CARED FOR BY
individual to urge you to come back been planncd. beginning with the dinCOMMITTEE THROUGH A
to your Alma Mater for this occasion. ner Saturday evening, November 5, and
TAG CAMPAIGN
Your presence will warm the hearts of fouowed by the dance Six-thirty p.
Handling a gigantic task in an ef- those on the campus. It will help to m. is the time set for the annual
. ficient manner, the Homecominng fi strengthen the bonds of friendships and Homecoming dinner, which will be
nance committee has already advanced loyalty upon which the college is built. held in Comstock Hall dining room.
Then, too, you will want to see the xhe chairman for the dinner program is
a large share of the way toward the
goal of raising $350 to finance the 1932 old institution in its new home. The clarence Glasrud. Speakers «re PresHomecoming plans. Under the direction campus has just been landscaped and ident R B MacLean; Dr Lura,
of Gorman Thompson, Lyman Bring- beautified.
__
,
,
, faculty member this year; Signe Hanay urge you to accept the cordial ( son> principai Gf Jefferson School; Jack
gold, and James Tye, workers have
been busy during the past week dis invitation of the folks at_ home for linger. alumnus. instructor in the
Fargo high school; Henry Booher and
tributing Homecoming booster tags to Homecoming in this year of 1932.
Sincerely yours.
the student body.
Wilson Dokken, students.
R. B. MacLEAN,
The musical numbers will be given
Indications are that the ultimate goal
President. by the Double Male Quartette and by
For the sake of renewing old friend
will be reached in a short time, insur
ships and making new ones, many of
Roseltha Nesheim. Reynold Christensen,
ing the various committees that they
Mrs. H. J. Locke and Eleanor Nes- student music commissioner, will be
the twenty-four organizations of the
. will not have to "crimp".
heim of the College participated in the the song leader.
College are having homecoming re
Definite plans have not been made
Hayden Memorial program given Mon
Convention Hall Name?
The Double Male Quartet, under the unions. Those who have arranged for
by the registration committee as to the
day by the Fatgo Music Club in Fel
The committee in charge of the ar direction of Mr. Preston, gave* a concert these get-to-gethers include the follow
time and place of registration, but all
lowship Hall, of the First Baptist rangements for the alumni-student for the Luther League at Davenport. ing. The Pi Mu Phi sorority is to en
returning alumni are urged to sign the Church, Fargo.
banquet consists of Ward Thompson, N. D., Sunday evening. Other num tertain at a breakfast at 8:30 o'clock
Homecoming Book which will be locat
Altha Gabrielson, Alice Nelson, Elmer bers on the program were piano solos Saturday morning at the Comstock
ed at the Alumni headquarters.
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® < s
Stanghelle, and Clara Undseth. They by Lawrence Norin, a trumpet solo Hotel. The Gamma Nu sorority is
As to decoration plans, although var ®
will not divulge the fire of the program, by Jules Herman, and a vocal solo by entertaining at a breakfast between 9:30
ious rumors have been heard, those
®
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
not even a spark, but the air sniffs of Mr. Preston. The group also sang at and 10:30 a. m. Saturday at the Campus
in charge are extremely reticent about ®
a coming campaign. Perhaps "Conven the Glyndon P. T. A. Tuesday evening. Tea Room.
divulging any of their plans.
® Tonight—7:30—Pepfest in Audi
tion Hall" might be a good name for The principal speaker of the program
The Beta Chi sorority is giving a
Charged with the duty of advertising ®
torium.
Comstock Dining Hall after the dinner was Miss Hawkinson, who discussed breakfast between the hours of 8:15 and
Homecoming to the Alumni and stu ® Saturday—10:30 a. m.—Dragons
hour, at which time the greater part of her European trip.
9:15 a. m. Saturday at the Campus
dents in particular and the world as ®
versus Beinidji S. T. C.. Me
the program will be broadcast.
Tea Room. The Owl fraternity is giv
. a whole in general, the publicity com ®
morial Field.
Sande Heads Alumni
ing its usual reunion breakfast and
Mr. Bridges, member of the College
mittee present as their major contri ® Saturday—8:30 p. m.—Dramatic
The officers of the alumni associa
will
announce later where it is to be
faculty, addressed the Fargo Rotary
bution this year the eight page edition ®
Club party. Social rooms.
held.
tion are Ole R, Sande, who is in the
Club
last
Wednesday
of the "Western MiSTiC," and will send
Monday, Oct. 24 — 8:15 p. m.—
Minnesota State Department of Educa
A number of the education groups
* out copies to approximately a thousand
Josef Lhevinne, pianist, Audi
tion at St. Paul, president; Ralph Iverentertaining are as follows.
Kappa
Alumni. Tentative plans call for a full
torium.
son, superintendent at Tower, secre ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® 3 ® Delta Pi is to give a breakfast at 8 a.
pade add in the "Moorhead News", halt
Friday, Oct. 28 —Classes Dis
® m. Saturday morning at the Comstock
tary; Wallace Rosel, superintendent at ®
a page in the "Fargo Forum," and
missed for M. E. A., St Paul.
HOMECOMING CALENDAR
Hendrum, treasurer; Blanche Loudon,
3 Hall Dining Room. Kappa Pi will en
sending out to the Alumni a letter conFriday, Oct. 28—8:30 p. m.—Pi
M. S. T. C. Training School supervisor,
® tertain at a breakfast at the home of
..fining a program of events, reservation
Mu Phi party.
Friday, November 5
® Mrs. Durboraw, 316 Fifth street south,
Leonard Erickson, Fergus Falls attor
cards for the Alumni-Student Banquet
Saturday, Oct 29—2:30 p. m.—
8:00 p. m.—Pepfest in Auditorium ® at 8:30 a. m. Saturday. Lastly, Lambda
ney, James Dahl, Glyndon superinten
and a general invitation to attend 3
Dragons versus Bison at N.
9:00 p. m.—Torchlight P a r a de ® Phi Sigma is to have a luncheon at
dent, and Anna Lyngstad, Fargo teach
Homecoming festivities. This group, 3
D. A. C.
throughout city.
er, members of the board of directors.
® 11:50 a. m. Saturday at the Campus
too, is sponsoring the election of the 3 Monday, Oct. 31—8:00 p. m.—De
10:00 p. m. — Bonfire with ® Tea Room.
Trip Light Fantastic
Homecoming Queen and is responsible 3
bate, Dublin vs. M. S. T. C.,
Speeches.
®
Leonard Dahl's seven-piece orchestra, ®
These departmental groups have al
• for broadcasting the various programs 3
Auditorium.
will play for the Homecoming Dance, ®
Saturday, November 6
® so planned reunions: Sigma Tau Del
^as well as all other publicity for the 3
which is to be held from nine to twelve ® 8 to 11 a. m.—Reunion Break ® ta, to meet as guests of Louise Mur
event.
fasts of various groups.
® ® p. m. in the Gymnasium and Ingleside. | S
® ray. an alumna, at the home of Mr.
Specialty numbers will be given be- j ® 11:00 a. m.—Homecoming Parade ® F. E. Hansche, 1335 Sixth street south,
The traditional Owl breakfast will be®®®®®®®®
• • • ® ® ® tween dances, but the exact details ® 2 : 3 0 p . m . — A b e r d e e n v e r s u s ® Fargo, after the bonfire; Geography
• held at Mrs. Harold Jacksons at 8:00!®
have not been given out. Alice DuBois ®
Dragons, Memorial Field.
Council, entertaining at a tea in the
:
o'clock Saturday morning and the group ®
NOTICE, ALUMNI!
3: as social commissioner is the chairman 3 6:30 p. m.—Homecoming Ban
Geography room between 9 and 10:30 a
expects to have 40 or 50 students and S
S of the Homecoming Dance committee. ®
quet, Comstock Hall dining
m. Saturday; Art Club, entertaining
Alumni present.
®
To reserve a place at "Home- * =>nd working under her are the follow- 3
room.
at a luncheon at the Comstock Hotel
| ® coming" Dinner, mail the cou ® ing committees: .entertainment—Ber- 3 9:00 p. m.—Homecoming Dance,
at 12:30 p. m. Saturday. Other or
"God has given you one face, and j 3 pon found on the last page.
<?' nice Onstine, Ruth Hallenberg, and 3
Gymnasium and Social Rooms
ganizations have not concluded plans
ydu make yourselves another."—Ham- 1 ®
3 Marjorie Corson; and orchestra—Jack S
for reunions as yet, but will announce
• ® ® ® ® ® Bridges and James Krajeck.
i 3 3® ®
them soon.

PLAN REUNIONS
FOR HOMECOMING

Double Quartet Sings
In Neighboring Towns

T h e W e s t e r n MiSTiC
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trees at hoam so I thot of the time
when I first went to skool. I gess I
didn't know very much then. But Gee,
the first teacher we had was pretty.
She looked a lot like miss holmkwist
only she was taller and hevvier and
was dark komplektioned. I have al
ways thot that she was to blame for
my sukksess. I hoap she gets a good
steady husband like gorman thompsen.
Oct. 20—Babe, but I shur am havin
fun lately. Me and Orris Jonson, Monk
munsen, lennerd larsen, peat myers, Joa
best, and donneld Stende have oragnised a glea klub. weve been praktising
every nite this week and we shur are
getting good. We know Bury me out
On the Loan Prary, Kasy joanes, the
wondering Kowboy, and A mans best
feller is his ma. Some of the boys
think we aint so very good, but i gess
they dont know much about reel music
At our last meeting we desided to give
frea performances for a doller a piece.
Gea it wood shur be fine if we culd
sing our way threw skool. Maybe the
owls will like to have us do there singin for them.
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PLATFORM
One hundred per cent participation in extra-curricular activities.
Equalization of extra-curricular activities to give maximum service both to
the individual and to the College.
Standardization of routine duties to insure more time for cultural life.
Greater emphasis placed on standards in the profession of teaching through
longer periods of training.

WELCOME ALUMNI!
Welcome Alumni! We welcome you to the first homecoming on
the greater M. S. T. C. Campus—one in which old bonds will be
strengthened and new ones formed, in order that the students of
the College past and present may become a unity. And as we
present this homecoming, we the present stewards of the destiny of
your Alma Mater entertain the hope that we are carrying on the
charge you left to us as well as you fulfilled that mission in the days
of your activities here.
We sincerely hope that when we join your ranks as Alumni, we
can pass on the same spirit to our successors that you passed on to
us. So again welcome to you, the predecessors to whom we are
indebted.
CIRCUMSTANCES
"Circumstances—I make circumstances!" said Napoleon. Many of
us are inclined to accept conditions as they exist. It is true, we can
not foresee all occurrences; but that should not prevent us from
preparinng for those that are likely to take place.
No one would claim that the present state of affairs in our nation
is the best. Perhaps we feel that the present financial conditions
are inevitable; some may feel that these conditions might have been
averted. However, we dare not deny that conditions are what they
are.
The important question in the mind of every citizen is, "What
can I do to improve the present state of affairs?"
We are prone to believe that we are just another "pebble on the
beach" when it comes to solving national or international problems.
Let us remember that our thoughts, if properly expressed, have a
decided influence on the thoughts and actions of others. If our mani
festations savor of courage and optimism, they have a benificial influ
ence; if they savor of discontent and grief, they are destructive to the
objective—national welfare. Every day presents many opportunities
to those who have the will to conquer adverse circumstances.
S>-

From The Editor's Semicircle
•

_

VI

The Scherling Studio
Freshman Comment !
-<£>

HOW TO MAKE COLLEGE
ENEMIES
There are two things in life which
the average person doesn't like, one
we don't like and the other we won't
take. One is advice, which most peo
ple loathe, and the other is abuse,
which we absolutely refuse to take.
We have received considerable ad
vice about making college acquaint
ances and friends; however the advice
about making college enemies is sel
dom discussed. If you were to start
with a good beginning, don an air of
superiority and be sure not to speak
to your neighbors when you meet them
in the halls or on the Campus. Never
smile at anyone, because he may ask
you to do a favor for him if you do.
To make immediate friendship!?)
with the Dean of Women or the House
Mother, visit your friends after hours
in your slippers that clank at every
step. Another so-called bit of advice
to be carried out after hours is to turn
the water on in the bathroom with
full forc^.
If you receive a box from home, let
all the girls know about it so they can
rejoice with you. Be sure to tell them
what a grand cook your Mother is and
how she can bake the best cake in
town. When the girls stop in for a
friendly chat or on business, don't of
fer them any.
If you are fortunate enough to have
an electric iron in your possession, be
sure to let everyone know you have
one, but neevr lend it to that unfor
tunate. Any college student who is
unusually brilliant will take this bit
of advice and find success by following
these directions.
—I. M.
THE OFF-PERIOD

The Campus this year will present quite a different aspect from
Four students descended the setps
that which it did at Homecoming last year. The landscaping, which , of the College. Down the long walk
has been in progress for the past two months, is practically completed, they moved as if they had no other
cares than to live and be happy. They
and a more beautiful M. S. T. C. will greet the returning "grads".
*
*
*
*
*
were out on an off-period. Ah yes,
The appearance of the Choir in robes on the stage during chapel they knew what to do. The usual chat
programs is another departure from the established way of doing over the table at the College Club
would be very enjoyable. They were
things, and makes the occasion a great deal more impressive.
Seniors!
*
*
*
*
*
Out of the building came four more
Followers of the "argumentative sport" will no doubt welcome the students. Their faces were masked
coming of the Irish debaters, who will meet a two man team from with frowns which immediately dis
the College on October 31. This is one means of becoming inter appeared as they stepped out into the
national-minded.
air. Perhaps they would study for the
*

*

*

*

*

Judging from comments of various students, the speakers who
have appeared at the College during the past few weeks have pleased
their audience. This only goes to show that even students are able
to appreciate a good thing when they see it.
*

*

* "

*

*

Music lovers will get a treat on Monday when Josef Lhevinne,
gifted pianist, appears as the first of a series of Lyceum course num
bers. He has been widely heralded as a man of unusual musical
ability, and the Lyceum committee is to be congratulated upon secur
ing him.
*

*

*

*

16 Fourth St. So.H
Moorhead

*

"A stitch in time saves nine", said a certain wise man years ago,
and his sentiments are probably re-echoed by numerous students
who discovered how little they really knew when six-weeks exams
were to be written.
.

next hour. No, they would not do
that. Someone suggested studying for
ten minutes and someone else suggested
a game of tennis. That was final.
A
game of tennis was arranged. They too
were spending an off-period.
They
were Juniors!
Next came a group of more serious
students. They did not leave the build
ing but went to the library with the
purpose of finding
reference books.
Perhaps they had arithmetic on their
minds or maybe it was geography. For
twenty minutes all was quiet in the
library. Finally the group assembled
in the hall, and their chatter amounted
to almost nothing. That was one way
of spending the off-period. They were

Sophomores!
But there in the study room sat a
large group of wide-awake students.
They were making good use of the offperiod. Books were piled high on the
tables, thinking caps were on, and
an industrious air filled the room. For
fifty minutes this continued. Knowledge
was taken from the books and trans
planted into the minds of the students.
They were Freshmen making use of the
off period as only a freshman knows
how.
—C. S.
COLLEGE COURTESY
Most of us enter college with little
knowledge of courtesy as it is applied
in the class rooms and about the col
lege Campus. We have read stories
such as "Frank Merriwell's College
Days." These have given us a dim and
unreal conception of college life. Af
ter three weeks here we have a rather
distinct idea of the type of courtesy
that is desired at college. Have pati
ence, upper classmen, we are willing to
learn.
We are grateful to the upper class
men who seemed to take a brotherly or
a sisterly interest in us. They have
been very kind to us, giving us tips
and showing us about the Campus.
During the first few days many of us
would have been lost had it not been
for some Junior or Senior coming
to our rescue and leading us out of
the darkness into the light. Perhaps
these same upper classmen remember
when they were "green Freshmen",
groping, striving to settle into the rou
tine of college life. Likewise we Fresh
men will remember the kindness we
were shown and pass it on to Fresh
men of coming years.
Of course we all realize that we are
not expected to wear our letter "B's"
that we earned in football back in
good old Beanville. We are aware that
the dignity of the "M" shall not be
infringed upon. We will respect the
upper classmen and show courtesy to
the faculty. We shall strive to act in
a way to uphold the fine reputation
of M. S. T. C. about the town or any
place we happen to be.
We feel greatly honored to be accept
ed as members of the Dragons, and
with all solemnity we swear to "carry
on" in the best manner we know how.
—R. S.

T KAMPUS KAPERS ?
®

113% Broadway

Better Photos at Lower Prices
One 8 x 10 hand colored Enlarge
ment given FREE with
each dozen.
8-exposure roll films developed
and printed, only $ .25
Teachers application photos only
$1.00 per dozen.

Johnnie Knapp

Marty Kuppich

TWIN CITY
MEAT MARKET
Smoked and Fresh Meats
Oysters in Season
621 First Ave. So.
Phone 597

M. S. T. C. Students
are always welcome
at
OYLOE STUDIO
Across the street from the
Moorhead Theatre

SPECIAL SALE
FOUNTAIN PENS

————@

Oct. 12—Tonite we had opan house
at the Boys doarm. All the gurls and
doctor lok come over to see us. Efter
they had gone me & OOgen went
down to the club. We had a good time.
We drank 3 bottls of pop.
Oct. 15—Gee we sure had a swel
gam with the teechers from winona.
Everybody did well werk. So did doneld burd. Doneld helped to brodkasr
the game. I asked the mane announcer
if he thot doneld was perty good. Yah,
he sed. He's good for getting in the
way.
Oct. 16—There was church today, so
I got up erly. The birds were singing
and it reminded me of the herds in the

Fargo, No. Dak.

PARKER
"The Store of Friendly
Personal Service"

TTio

Store

Moorhead Drug Co.
A. S. SIGURDSON, Owner
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PLANS MADE FOR
POLITICAL RALLY
ON ELECTION EVE
APPEARANCE OF LEGION DRUM
AND BUGLE CORPS ADDED
TO PROGRAM
Final plans have been practically com
pleted this week for a College political
rally on the evening before the national
election on November 8, to be featured
by the appearance of the Moorhead
American Legion drum and bugle corps.
A special edition of the "Western
MiSTiC" will be published on Mon
day, November 7, carrying the details,
of the event and the speakers for the
various candidates. In the meantime,
however, the various party chairmen
will be organizing their groups and
spreading propaganda from the general
headquarters in room 105, MacLean
Hall.
Party chairmen are: Gorman Thomp
son, Thief River Falls; Republican;
Helen Walker, Fargo, Democratic; Ken
neth Johnson, Underwood, Socialist;
Lillian Kankel, Red Lake Falls, Prohi
bition party; Ward Thompson, Thief
River Falls, Farmer-Labor; and Lucia
Askegaard, Moorhead, Andrew Gump's
People's party.

.

0

Directory Is Made
For Enlightening
Of "Lost" Alumns

®
An amused smile passed over the face
of an upperclassman as a stranger ask
ed directions to the swimming pool.
Could it be that some poor Freshman
(running true to tradition) did not yet
know his way about the Campus? The
Senior might have withheld the raised
eyebrows and patronizing air, because
the questioner happened to be an al
umnus who, having been gone for three
years, was rather puzzled at the new
arrangement of the Campus.
In order to prevent such a thing from
happening (for of course the above
"story is not really true) some kind of
directory should be provided for Home
coming "alumns".
Read on, friend
Alumnus.
The building standing on the site of
Old Main, is MacLean Hall, the ad
ministration building, which is con
nected to the Physical Education build
ing by a hallway on second floor, and
separated from it by a driveway on the
ground floor. (The swimming pool, by
the way may be found by entering the
west door of the Physical Education
building and going straight down the
hall.)
The Science and Music departments
are still in Weld Hall. The brown frame
building beside Weld Hall is the men's
dormitory, which is probably familiar
to some Alumni as the Exchange. The
Training School stands east of the
men's dormitory.
It is taken for granted that any form
er M. S. T. C. student, coming back
to visit his Alma Mater, will know
Comstock and Wheeler Halls.

"Victory March Is
Homecoming Song
As its special contribution toward
Homecoming, the College Band will of
fer two new attractions, "The Victory
March" by Vance Hallack and "The
Crimson and the White" by Mr. Uggen.
director. These songs, which have
been used at recent games, will be of
interest to the Alumni. The Brass
Quartet, organized this year, pleased
the crowd with a specialty number at
the Concordia game, and will be feat
ured at the Pep Fest and other events.
This M. S. T. C. organization of fifty
"pieces will be of major importance
in developing the Homecoming spirit,
and in welcoming the Alumni. It will
' also march in the Parade.

®

Personals

Oscar Thompson, Rosholt, S. D., who
received his Bachelor of Education de
gree from the College last June, has
accepted a position as teacher in East
Grand Forks.
He teaches history,
bookkeeping, and assists with music in
"the high school.
*

*

*

Eighteen faculty members attended
the luncheon of the local chapter of the
American Association of Universitj
"Professors, held in the Hollyhock
Room last Friday. There was general
discussion of plans for the year, and
committees were appointed to carry
these out.

s
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® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®® H e r e N e x t M o n d a y Kenneth Nelson Is

PRESIDENT WILL
TALK TO ALUMNI
Kenneth Nelson, a Junior from Moor
AT M.E.A. DINNER
head, was elected rooter king, and LeDragon Rooter King

NOTICE. DEGREE STUDENTS! ®
s
All degree students who plan ®
to teach during the winter term
who have not as yet reported <•)
should do so not later than Mon ®
day, according to Mr. Kise, ad
®
viser to the degree students.

nore Kravik, a Sophomore, Madison,
and Hazel Bernu, New York Mills, a
freshman, were selected as assistants
at a meetinng of the Student Commis
sion Monday evening.
Olaf Stockstad, Milnor, N. D„ was ap
pointed to supervise the sale of refresh
ments at the game with Bemidji to
morrow.

®

® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® @ ® i

ST. PAUL TO BE
HOST TO ANNUAL
M.E.A. CONVENTION

FINAL PHASE OF
LANDSCAPE WORK
NEAR COMPLETION

SEVERAL OF COLLEGE FACULTY
TO PLAY IMPORTANT ROLES
IN 69TH MEET

WORK INCLUDES PLANTING OF
SHRUBS AND PLACING
The sixty-ninth annual convention
OF LAMP-POSTS
of the Minnesota Education association
will be held at the Municipal Audi
With the installation of eleven gran
torium in St. Paul on October 27, 28,
Josef Lhevinne, famous pianist, who
and 29. The general program has been is to give a concert at the College ite lamp-posts capped with decorative
globes, and the placing of the last load
Monday evening, October 24.
tuvided
hito five
of deciduous trees at carefully located
sessions, each to be
spots about the campus, work on the
characterized by some
landscaping project which has been un
special entertainment
der way for the past two months will
or educational fea
soon be drawing to a finish for this
ture.
year. Planting of grass seed and num
"National and World
erous flower beds as soon as the frost
Movements" will be
is out of the ground in the spring will
interpreted by speak
ers of sober, mature,
PROGRAM TO CONSIST WHOLLY add the finishing touches to the meta
morphosis of the College campus.
impartial judgment.
OF NUMBERS COMPOSED
Miss Lommen
This week has been one of varied
Dr. Cox of New York
BY CHOPIN
activity. The crew Monday turned
University, George E. Sokolsky, an in
ternational student, Miss Amy Woods,
The program of Josef Lhevinne, pian their hands to digging countless holes
from repeated attendance at Geneva ist, who comes here next Monday as at staked spots about the campus in
and other European Congresses, Wil the first number on the 1932-33 Lyce preparation for the arrival and plant
liam McAndrew, a national school ex um, will consist entirely of Chopin ing of trees and shrubs. On Monday
ecutive, Morris Fish- numbers. These numbers will consist afternoon the first truck-load of ever
bein, Secretary of the of the followinng: group I—Bacarolle, greens arrived. Within an hour num
American M e d i c al F sharp major; Impromptu, G flat ma erous brilliant spots of green relieved
association, President jor; Three Mazurkas, C sharp minor; the sombre scene of somnolent dirt.
This first load consisted of 38 speci
Coffman, of Minneso Opus 50, No. 3, A minor; Opus postta University, are the humos, G major; Opus 50, No. 1; and mens of Mugho pine, 4 of Austrian
speakers to appear Ballade F, minor. Group II—Sonata, pine, 35 of oClorado blue spruce, 14 of
at the four general B minor; Allegro maestoso; Scherzo, Colorado Juniper, and 7 of Pfitzer's
program events. On Molto vivace; Lanzo, and Finale, pres Juniper. Placed at strategic points
Thursday evening the to, ma nuon tanto. Group HI—Twelve about the buildings and the central
M i n n e a p o l i s S y m  Etudes, opus 25 and Polonaise, A flat circle, these will supply the motif of
green for the low shrubs and numerous
Mr. Kise
phony is scheduled major.
to give a concert for the association.
The piano on which Mr. Lhevinne flowers. The trees and shrubs are plac
"Section programs have never shown will play is a Masterpiece Baldwin ed in rich black dirt just as they ar
rive, bound in burlap balls, the roots
a more carefully selective assembling and is his own piano.
of leaders in the subject, group, and
The Lhevinne family resided in a soon tearing their way through the
department sections than will be evi small town close to Moscow. His father burlap.
The contract for all trees and shrubs
denced on their pro
was a trumpet player in the Royal
grams this year",
Opera but was too poor to indulge in was awarded to the Cashman Nursery
states the Minnesota
any luxuries, much less a piano. But Company, according to R. W. Law.
Journal of Education.
fortune smiled upon the lad from the supervising engineer, for Morrel and
Among those who £
start). By chance, a brother-in-law Nichols, landscape architects of Minne
will preside over the
sent them an old, square instrument to apolis. From the Northwest Nurseries,
various sections or
keep for him, rather than store it. With Inc. at Valley City, the Cashman Nurs
give addresses are
this valuable accessory, the father put ery has secured some special ever
the following Moor
his son through a test and was aston greens, some green ash, and a few
head State Teachers
ished at the talent nature had bestowed specimens of blue spruce.
A shipment arriving Thursday morn
College faculty mem
upon the lad—outstanding among these
Miss Loudon
bers: Joseph R. Schbeing a perfect and uncanny sense of ing consisted chiefly of deciduous trees,
such as elms, ash, sugar maple, hack
wendeman, presiding officer of the pitch.
Geography section; Miss Lou O'LaughHow to obtain instruction was the berry, and a number of varieties of
Lin, presiding over the Handwriting next problem, for none of the family shrubs. Likewise, on Thursday morn
division; Joseph Kise, address before could play. Luck again to the rescue ing work was begun on the laying of
the Civic-Economics department; Miss -—the elder Lhevinne knew several con cables in trenches prepared, and the
Blanche Loudon, ad servatory pupils who, flattered by the placing of the lamp posts, and two new
dress before Elemen invitation, taught his child the rudi el posts in front of Weld Hall. The
tary Teachers. Miss ments. A start was all the young gen labor on this project is also being
Georgina
Lommen. ius required, and so, at the age of 6, done by the regular crew under Max
Director of the Col he could sing melodies and play the Bussjaeger, foreman, of St. Paul. Of
lege Training School, accompaniments to songs by Shubert, the 25 men employed at these various
is
the
secretary- Schumann and Mendelssohn. At the tasks, Mr. Bussjaeger is the only man
treasurer of the Wes- : age of 8 he essayed with perfect com from outside this locality. The elec
tern division of the posure and gave with triumphant suc trical part of the campus lighting in
M. E. A.
cess in public no less exacting a com stallation will be done by Dick Holzer
of Moorhead.
The Assembly, position than a Clementi sonata.
Mr. Sohwendeman
which is the govern
ing body of the M. E. A., will meet")
in the Palm Room of the Saint Paul
Hotel on Wednesday evening, October
26. Delegates from the Western Di
"Babs" Brown, B. 2. '30, of Ulen, who
Alice Isaacson, teacher at Herman,
vision who will attend are as follows: teaches at Leonard, N. D., spent the came up for the Winona-Moorhead
Supt. Reinertsen, Moorhead; Supt. week-end in Fargo.
game on Saturday.
*
*
*
*
*
*
Hugelin, Twin Valley; Supt. Stolen,
Fergus Falls; Supt. L. U. Towle, De
Ralph Smith, B. E. '30, principal at
Leona Buhl, two-year graduate of
troit Lakes; Miss Katherine Leonard. New York Mills, was in Moorhead last 1930, who is teaching,:*t East Grand
Teachers College; Mr. Kise, Teachers week-end.
Forks, was a guest of Dorothy Hoel
*
*
*
Saturday.
College, substituting for Supt. Aas of
»
»
*
Helen Chamberlain, three-year stu-'
Fertile; Supt. J. McArthur, Pelican
dent
of
M.
S.
T.
C.,
whose
home
is
at
Supt.
and
Mrs.
James
A. Dahl of
Rapids, and President of the Western1
Hutchinson, is teaching the lower; Glyndon attended the Winona-Moor
diivsion, and Miss Lommen.
grades at Biscay.
head game.

JOSEF LHEVINNE,
RUSSIAN PIANIST,
TO PLAY MONDAY

Here And There With The Alumni

#

*

»

OWLS PLAN
Mildred Graves, teacher at Mentor,
ORGANIZATION CHANGES
spent the week-end here with her sis
Slight changes in the organization are ter, Evelyn, who is a student.
*
*
*
being planned by the Owls. Tempo
rary officers were elected: James Kra- i Bernice Kravick and Beatrice Thom
jeck, Father Owl, and Eugene Eininger. as, teachers at Breckenridge, came up
secretary-treasurer.
for the Gamma Nu sorority dance on
Friday evening.
*
*
*
Mr. W R. Tainter of Hawley, father
of Miss Tainter, faculty member of
Mrs. Chris Helmers (Eleanor FugleM .S. T.- C., broke his hip in a fall seth), formerly of Fertile and principal
and was brought to St. John's hospital' of Washington school at Crookston,
on Saturday morning.
now lives in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
*

*

*

Mr. B, F. Mackall, Moorhead drug
gist, who has been ill at his home for
a short time, was taken to St. John's
hospital on Saturday. Mr. Mackall is
well known to the faculty and to many
students.

"Heaven sends us good meat, but the
"Men are made by nature unequal.
Devil sends us cooks".—Garrick.
It is vain, therefore, to treat them as

*

*

*

The Averill Parent-Teacher associa
tion met last Friday evening and gave
a program on "Good Literature Among
Children". The program numbers pre
sented by the children were directed
by Miss Clarissa Berquist, teacher at
Averill and graduate of M. S. T. C. last
spring. Mrs. Oscar Alme (Hermana
Skalet) also an alumna, is president of
the Averill P. T. A.
•

*

*

Ernest Gates, '26, coach at James
town, N. D., high school spent the
*
*
*
week-end with his parents, Mr. and
Eudell D. Everdell is professor of Ed Mrs. E. R. Gates of Moorhead.
•
*
*
ucation at Antioch College at Yellow!
Springs, Ohio. He received his B. A.
Arlo Baldwin, B. E. '29, who teaches
in 1912 from the University of Minne at Warroad, spent the week-end at his
sota and his M. A. in 1925 from Colum home in Fargo, N. D. and attended the
bia University. He has done graduate M. S. T. C.-Winona game.
*
*
*
work at Harvard and Oxford and
studied in Eneland during the summers
Mildred A. Evanson is teaching ai
of 1927 and 1928.
Hitterdal. Her home is at Ulen.

"LOOKING AHEAD AT M. S. T. C. »
TO BE THEME AT RE
UNION BANQUET
"Looking Ahead at M. S. T. C." is
the theme of the program for the Moor
head State Teachers College reunion
dinner to be held at the tea room of the
Golden Rule, St. Paul, at Seventh and
Roberts, at 6:00 p. m. on October 28
during the M. E. A. convention. Pres
ident MacLean will speak on the topic,
"Looking Ahead at M. S. T. C." from
an executive's standpoint.
C. A. Ballard, instructor in Science
at the College, will speak from the
standpoint of the faculty. Miss Mamie
Carlson. B. E. '30, a rural supervisor
in St. Louis County, will speak on the
same topic from the viewpoint of an
alumna, while Ray Johnson, B. E. '30,
coach at Red Wing, will talk from the
athlete's point of view.
Mr. O. R. Sande, former faculty
member, who is in the department of
education at St .Paul and who is
president of the M. S. T. C. Alumni
association, will be toastmaster. Musi
cal numbers will be given by alumni.
Alumni members in and about the
Twin Cities, with Marie Redlinger in
charge, will receive the guests. The
committee in charge of the program is
made up of Mr. Weltzin, Mrs. Durboraw, Miss Sorkness and Mr. Gilpin.

Dr. W W. ATW00D TO
SPEAK IN ASSEMBLY
IS WELL-KNOWN LECTURER. ED
ITOR AND WRITER OF
TEXTBOOKS
Wallace Walter Atwood. president of
Clark University of Worchester, Mass
achusetts and geographer of world wide
fame, will address the faculty and stu
dent body at Chapel, Wednesday, Oc
tober 26.
Before attaining his present position
Dr. Atwood was connected with var
ious colleges as professor of geogra
phy, geology and physiography. He was
employed by the United States Geo
logical Survey in 1901-1909. He is
the author of the "Atwood Series of
Geographies and Maps" commonly
used in the public schools, and ha
published a number of books on the
geography and geology of sections
where he has made surveys. Dr. At
wood is editor of Economic Geography,
a periodical, and has published several
ether scientific and educational papers.
On November 2, Dr. No Yong Park,
the Oriental Mark Twain, will appear.
He is noted as an author, humorist and
lecturer on Far East problems. George
Elias, a Shepherd of the East, a man
born in Mesopotamia and raised as a
shepherd is scheduled to speak Novem
ber 16. Born in Mesopotamia, he is
known as a soldier of fortune, a lec
turer, and a shepherd.

Three Marriages Are
Listed Among Alumni
Cairns—Cheney
Miss Alvene Cheney of Appleton,
Minnesota, a two-year graduate of
June, was married to Howard Cairns,
also of Appleton on October 11. The
young couple took a trip to Winnipeg
and other points in Canada, stopping
for a brief visit with relatives of Mrs.
Cairns in Moorhead.
*

*

*

Gludt-Ruebke
Two Dent, Minnesota, teachers and
former M. S. T. C. graduates, Lucille
Ruebke, '28, and Albert Gludt, '31,
were married August seventh. The
newlyweds made a tour through Iowa,
Missouri,
Kansas,
Wisconsin, and
Minnesota.
* * *
Weston—Eastlund
The wedding of Miss Gladys East
lund and Mr. Lloyd Weston of Clearbrook took place at the home of Mrs.
Ellen Eastlund, 317 Ninth Street South,
Moorhead, at 5:30 p. m. Tuesday.
Miss Eastlund is a graduate of Moor
head High School and of the College,
and is a former teacher in the Clearbrook school. After a wedding trip to
the Twin Cities, the couple will make
their home in Clearbrook.
CARTOON CONTRIBUTED
The cartoon depicting The Spirit c
Homecoming printed on page two WE
contributed by lone Larson, of Moot
head, a Senior, who is majoring in ar
"Here lies Ann Mann: she lived
Old maid and died an old Man

E
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SOCETIS

SIX COLLEGE HIGH
STUDENTS HONORED
Six of the College High School stu
dents have obtained at least two A s
and no mark below B in their full cred
it subjects during the last six weeks.
Those to be honored are Leverett Hoag,
Mary Holmquist, and Fern Lea, twelfth
grade; lone Foss, eleventh grade; Nancy
Ann Heggelund, ninth grade; and Al
ton Peterson, eighth grade
Eight
others have had no mark below B ir.
full credit subjects. They are: Hugh
Price, twelfth grade; Alfred Amundson, Delores Kelly, and Martha Lou
Price, eleventh grade; Frances Nemzefc
and Kenneth Whitnack. tenth grade;
and Dick Hoag and Ethel Nemzek,
ninth grade.
All the French classes in both the
Training School and College have ex
changed names with French students
in Europe with whom they will corres
pond during the rest of the school year.
Phyllis Foctin, Harold Nelson and
John Hanson entertained the Junior
High School at their party Friday Oc
tober 14. Phyllis tap-danced and Har
old and John gave a negro comedy
sketch. During the rest of the evening
the group played games and had re
freshments.
Sixteen Have Perfect Records
Sixteen Junior High School students
have been neither tardy nor absent
during the first six weeks of school.
Eight of these are ninth graders: John
Hanson, Dick Hoag, Harold Holmquist.
Harold Nelson, Harold Johnk, Elaine
Larson, Ethel Nemzek, and Olive
Thortvedt, five
are eighth graders:
Phyllis Foctin, Doris Holm, Minnie
Orud, Jennie Stusiak, and Margaret
Vandenbos; and three are seventh
graders: Stanley Stusiak, Nels Thysell
and Molly Preston.
Miss Hawkinson To Talk
Today Miss Hawkinson will address
the Training School assejnbly. She is
going to speak of her experiences in the
European tour, dealing especially with
"Legends of the Rhine Region".
The third and fourth graders have
been interested in the study of Colum
bus. Monday October 13 they gave a
Columbus Day program and they have
made Columbus Day friezes in their
art work. In their history class the
third and fourth grades are making a
wall map showinng the routes of the
early Minnesota explorers. They are
also making a movie from their study
of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers.
Second Grade Studies Holland
The members of the second grade
have been interested in plant life. They
have studied about bulbous plants and
about seed plants and how the seed
is scattered. The second graders are
composing verses about Holland and
the Dutch people. They have learned
about the Junior Red Cross and are
bringing their money for room mem
bership.
The first grade reading class has
been composing experience stories In
reading class. The members of the
class have recently made a story about
a Dutch doll that Miss Korsbrek
brought from Holland. During the
past week, they made one about Enola
Schramm's white rabbits which she
brought to school. The first graders
completed their jelly project last week
and are now studying wheat and the
making of bread. They are planning
to make bread.

Miss Hayes Hostess At
Sigma Tau Delta Dinner

An Original Poem
Sidney Kurtz
Is not so nertz
He gives the students
Pep in spurts!
•

*

GEOGRAPHY COUNCIL
HEAR SCHWENDEMAN TALK
On Monday, October 10, Mr. Schwendeman gave a very interesting talk be
fore the Geography Council on "An
Audience with the Pope". A lunch
served by Tracy Schroeder and Charles
Jahr concluded the events of the after-

»

ALTHAIA TO PLAY
It seems that nowadays the way one
FOR HOMECOMING PROGRAM
can tell a football player around here
A special meeting of Althaia was held
is by his inn juries. At least, that's
Wednesday afternoon, October 19, at
what one girl said.
four o'clock in room 208. Plans for
*
*
*
Maybe this is the secret to the outcome homecoming were discussed and new
of last Friday's yelling contest: The members elected.
Frosh yelled because they wanted to:
the Sophomores because they had to;
the Juniors and Seniors didn't yell be
cause they didn't want to. Anyway
the Frosh walked off with the honors.
• » *
Miss Leonard's Arithmetic class was
discussing expenses and the use of a
budget when one Freshie piped up:
"Then would a doctor's bill come under
operating expenses?"

MISS CORNELIUSSEN
ON COUNTRY LIFE PROGRAM
The regular meeting of the Country
Life Club was held Monday. There
was a discussion on Homecoming plans
and the Homecoming float.
Following
this, there was a short program of
music and readings, and also a talk
by Miss Alice Corneliussen on her trip
through the Black Hills.

Gamma Nu's Guests At
Autumn Tea Dance

NANCIO PLAN TO
CONCENTRATE ON ASSEMBLIES
Nancia Club of the Jr. H. S. and H.
S. teachers will meet on October 25
at 4 o'clock. Reports will be given by
planning and program committees.
Nancio members have agreed to run
their club without dues, substituting
their whole-hearted abilities to plan
and develop high school assemblies and
clubs.
MISS KORSBREK SPEAKS
ON IMPRESSIONS OF EUROPE
"Norway and Switzerland As I Saw
It" was the topic on which Miss Kors
brek spoke to the Gamma Gamma
chapter members of Kappa Delta Pi
in Ingleside on Tuesday evening. She
gave the highlights of the two countries
as-she saw them on her tour this past
summer.
Miss Korsbrek
brought
back some articles characteristic of the
country which were displayed at this
time.
Mrs. Kise sang two songs. One of
these was by a Norwegian composer
and was sung in the original language.
The other song was a Swiss song. The
William Tell Overture was played on
the new R. C. A. combination radiophonograph. William Tell is known as
the "Hero of Switzerland."

Mrs. T. M. Manchester, Fargo, and
Mrs. W. S. Shaw, Fargo, were hostesses
to the members of the Gamma Nu so
rority and their guests at an Autumn
Tea dance held at the Fargo Country
club Thursday from four to six. Au
tumn leaves and flowers
were used
throughout the rooms, while candles
furnished the only light. Presiding at
the tea table were Mrs. A. J. Nemzek,
patroness of the sorority, and Miss
Ella Hawkinson, honorary member.
A musical program during the tea
was provided by Miss Audre Casselman, vocalist, who is a sorority alumna,
Roseltha Nesheim, violinist, and Adele
Jensen, pianist. In the receiving line
were Miss Bernice Onstine, sorority
president; Mesdames W. S. Shaw, T.
M. Manchester, and Marian Sutherland
Page, patronesses; and Mrs. Agnes
Kise, sorority counsellor.

r

AFFILIATED SCHOOL
NEWS

•

—

-

1
•>:

School began last Monday in the
Koester district.
The supervising
teacher, Miss Mabel Granfor, with the
aid of Miss Bieri's Rural School Meth
ods class repaired, cleaned and classi
fied about 200 library books on Thurs
day, Friday and Saturday of last week.
«
•
*
• * *
It .isn't spring, but it seems that FORMAL TEA TO BE
Miss
Bieri
and
Miss Corneliussen vis
GIVEN
BY
PI
MU
PHI
GROUP
some of our young men's fancies have
ited at the Koester school Tuesday.
turned. Witness the strenuous use of
The Pi Mu Phi sorority gave a formal
Miss Frick, college Physical Education
the huddle system in the library.
tea for their rushees on Wednesday at
Director, accompanied Miss Cornelius
» *
*
Ingleside. Jane Caniff was pledged as
sen, rural supervisor, to the seven af
Everyone is talking about our nice an honorary member at the meeting • W. A. L. SELECTS TWO
filiated schools and demonstrated types
Freshmen, but no one has mentioned last Wednesday.
COMMITTEES FOR HOMECOMING
of playground activities. Miss Frick,
our nice Fresh women.
The regular W. A. L. monthly meet with the assistance of the student
*
*
*
GAMMA NU'S HOLD
ing was held last Thursday. Plans for teachers now in these schools, began
Many of the girls report that the Stu AUTUMN PARTY SATURDAY
Homecoming activities were discussed. work on the kinds of games and sports
dent Directories are being well used
An informal dancing party for the
It was decided to sell lunches at Home to be carried out in the play day .
In fact the boys have covered the first members of the Gamma Nu Sorority
* * *
coming, and Lillian Peterson, Gunda
five pages. (We hope with success!) and their friends, was held last Satur
Hansen, and Ruth Roragen were ap
The primary childresn of Clearview
* * •
day evening in the small gymnasium
pointed as a committee to plan the gave a dramatization on Columbus Day
Advice to Freshmen—enter into the and social room.
lunches. The float was discussed also depicting the story of Columbus. The
Special
features
were
given
by
Marspirit of Homecoming but avoid all
and a committee consisting of Edith first scene showed Columbus in the
lys Gerraghty, a reading (Norwegian)
spirits. You know what I mean—?
Alexander, Olive Askegaaroi and Ber-I court of Spain before King Ferdinand
* * *
in Norwegian costume and also in
nice Campbell were appointed to work and Queen Isabelle.
terpretative
dancing
in
special
costume.
One of the young hosts at the open
on it.
house of the men's dormitory greetinng A solo "Without a Song" was given by
a brigade of co-eds, "Oh, er
- come Enid Peterson, accompanied by Ethel MISS HAWKINSON
in and make yourselves at home. We Erickson. The dance programs were ADDRESSES LAMBDA PHI
"The Store of good things to
are at home and wish you were, too." designed by Roseltha Neisheim.
eat and good things to wear"
Miss
Hawkinson
gave
an
informal
*
•
*
•
The patronesses, honorary membe,s
Telephone 528-529
and their husbands were: Dr: and Mrs. talk on her trip to Europe on October
Florence Grove: "What kind of nuts
Gosslee, Mr. and Mrs. Price, Mr. and 11 at the Lambda Phi Sigma meeting
Moorhead
Minnesota
are these in the ice cream?"
Mrs. Manchester, Dr. and Mrs. Shaw, in the social room. A committee con
Altha Gabrielson: "You can't usually
sisting of Clarence Glasrud, Agnes
and Miss Hawkinson.
fool me about nuts, but I don't believe
Duffy and Charles Jahr was appointed
I know what these are."
to take care of the news letter which
RUSHING
IS
BEGUN
Florence Grove: "Imagine your nut
Trade at
is sent to the alumni members each
BY BETA CHI SORORITY
knowing."
The Beta Chi sorority opened inform- quarter. The following were appointed
committee for "Home
| al rushing with a tea at Ingleside on the float
1001 Fourth Ave. So.
-9 Monday.
coming": Elmer Stanghelle, Kenneth
Phone 1974
Johnson, and Mae Tangen.
SPEECHES AND MUSIC
Agnes Dahl and Lucia Askegaard
FEATURE Y. M. C. A. MEETING
One Year Ago
form the "Homecoming" luncheon com
Ladies and Mens
The Y. M. C. A. met Thursday even
The impressive ceremony of the lay ing in the Recital room, Weld Hall. mittee. The luncheon will be at the
HAIRCUTS
ing of the cornerstone of MacLean Hall After introduction of officers by Dr Campus Tea Room at 11:50 a. m. on
a specialty.
will feature talks by Dr. Livingston C. Locke, the program, consisting of short
November 5. Election of new members
Lord and Dr. Frank A. Weld, former talks by Axel Taflin, Ragnar Hanson,
Comstock Barber Shop
will take place at the next regular
presidents of the College.
and
Wilson
Dokken,
and
a
piano
solo
by
Moorhead
*
«
*
meeting October 25.
Lawrence Norin, was given. Plans were
made for future activities.
Two Years Ago

EVENSON'S

For Lowest Prices
ENGELS

Past Homecomings

The parade this year will see the ad
dition of a large Dragon banner, sym Y. W. C. A. ALSO MAKES
bolic of the Dragon power, carried by PLANS FOR HOMECOMING
The Y. W. C. A. held their weekly
a standard bearer and guards, leading
meeting at Wheeler Hall Fireside
the parade.
Thursday evening, in the form of a song
•
*
*
service of Louise Murray. A short
Three Years Ago
business meeting was held and tempo
The Committee on Decorations has rary plans were made concerning
spared reither time nor effort to make Homecoming.
this Homecoming the most pretentious
occasion of this sort the school has ever KAPPA PI WILL
INITIATE NEW MEMBERS SOON
had.
*
*
*
Kappa Pi members gave a party
yesterday in the Kindergarten room.
Four Years Ago
The members came dressed as charac
Besides all the floats, bonfires, music, ters of Mother Goose. Initiation of new
dancing and banqueting that goes with members will take place on Wednes
Homecoming, there will be something day, October 26. The fall party will
else, vitally real and significant—the be on November 12.
game with Concordia.

The active and alumni members of
Sigma Tau Delta were dinner guests
of Miss Hayes at the Comstock Hotel
on Monday, October 17, at 6:30. There
was a short business meeting at which
the fraternity voted to sponsor the an
nual literary supplement. It is planned
to make it larger than ever before,
*
*
*
and while no definite date has been set
Bernard J. Anderson of Fairview,
for its publication it will probably be
Montana, is engaged in farming and
Five
Years
Ago
during the winter term.
The "Peds", smarting under the de stock-raising. He says he is "almost
After the business meeting, they ad
feat
handed them by St. Cloud, are starved out."
journed to the parlor and listened to
preparing
themselves for the Wildcat
the reading of original manuscripts by
Mrs. Myrtle Archer, Helen Kiland, (Wahpeton) invasion.
Florence Powell, Allen Erickson and
Regular instruction in Library work
Wilson Dokken.
will be given by Miss Hougham, Miss
Mostue, and Miss Powell to High
LOCKE. GLASRUD SPEAK
Dr. H. J. Locke, professor of sociol School students who desire it.
ogy of the College, and Clarence Glasrud, president of the International Re
lations Club, participated in the pro
SERVICE
gram at the first fall meetinng of the
Fargo Good Will society. October 12.
BIERI. OWENS ENTERTAIN
Miss Bieri, and Miss Owens enter
tained the American Association of
University Women at a Fellowship din
ner last week. Miss Bieri led the even
ing's program, the theme of which was
"Fields in Education for the Disabled.'
Miss Lumley gave a talk on "The His
tory of Preventoria."
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AMERICAN STATE
BANK
SAFETY
Moorhead, Minnesota

For that
"Paris"
touch
every
one
likes
in
frocks
try

L. MILO MATSONRestyling

=

420 CENTER AVE. — MOORHEAD
With "Neubarth's"
Tel. 1408

I

Cleaning
Repairing

101 Broadway

Relining

EAT WITH THE CROWD
At

The Pollyana Cafe

Center Ave.

Moorhead

WELCOME M. S. T. C. STUDENTS!

Let Us Do Your Washing
Moorhead Laundry

Phone 1213

120 Fifth St. So.

WHAT ARE SCHOOL DAYS WITHOUT FLOWERS?
You'll appreciate those you get here.

"BRIGGS BEAUTIFUL BLOSSOMS"
MOORHEAD,

Phone 762

MINNESOTA

SEE STONES

Before You Buy.
PHILCO
CLARION
RADIOS,
$31.85 up
SPECIALS IN USED RADIOS

STONES MUSIC STORE

The Mary Elizabeth
Frock Shop
Fargo

FURRIER

Phone 860

"Largest Music House in N. W."
STONE BLDG.
Fargo, No Dak.

)

E
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PACK AGAIN WILL These Dragons Will Meet Wolves In Homecoming Feature DRAGONS TO PLAY
LAST CONFERENCE
^ATTACK DRAGONS
GAME OF SEASON
" AT HOMECOMING
ABERDEEN WOLVES RETURN TO
FEATURE AFTERNOON OF
HOMING FETE

TO MEET BEMIDJI IN FORENOON
TOMORROW: TACKLE N. D.
STATE NEXT WEEK

Featuring the Homecoming celebra
tion will be the football game between
the Northern State Teachers College
Wolves of Aberdeen and the Dragons
to take place on Memorial Field, Satur
day, November 5, at 3:30 p. m. The
Northern Wolves are not strangers to
Moorhead alumni or students, for last
year they held a superior Dragon crew
to a scoreless tie, thereby marring an
otherwise perfect Homecoming.
Boastinng of victories over Huron
• College and Dakota Wesleyan, the Wolf
pack, under the tutorage of Robert N.
Campbell, will come to Moorhead con
fident of victory. A crew of revengeful
fighting Dragons is not to be denied,
however, and they intend to present
visiting alumni with a victory if it is
humanly possible.
The Dragon-Wolf game will feature
power against craftiness and speed. The
Wolves boast of a powerful fullback in
the person of Leland, whereas the
Dragons will rely on the fleet-footed
Robinson and the shifty Knauf and
the crashing Krajeck for yardage. Two
veteran lines will oppose each other, in- 1
suring a close and hard fought battle.

Fresh from its first Conference vic
tory, the Moorhead Teachers College
football team will engage the Bemidji
Peds in the last conference tilt of the
season for the Dragons. The game will
take place on Memorial Field tomorrow
morning at ten-thirty o'clock.
The
game is to be played at this unorthodox
hour to give ardent fans an opportunity
to witness the Nodak-Bison and the
Concordia-St. Thomas games which
will take place in the afternoon.
Although the Moorhead and Be
midji teams have each suffered defeat
in the loop, the game will be hard
fought, for the winner will have a
problematical share in the conference
title. If Mankato, now undefeated,
drops a game, the Dragons will tie for
the flag.
The Bemidji team will be
stronger than dopesters predicted, for
last Saturday they defeated the highlyrated St. Cloud team. The revamped
Dragons also showed strength in their
game with Winona last week when they
won by the close margin of 14-13.
Second Tilt With Bemidji
This will be the Dragons' second
meeting with Bemidji, for two years
ago the team journeyed to Bemidji to
return with a 33-0 victory. This year,
however, we are meeting a more ex
perienced team, coached by Jack Steritt, who made an enviable record at
Glencoe High School.
The following Saturday, October 29,
the Dragons will step across the Red
River to meet the highly-rated and suc
cessful North Dakota State Bison. Al
though the odds will be in favor of
the A. C. team, a hard battle is assured,
for an improved and fighting
Dragon
machine will take the field in an en
deavor to prove their strength to a
doubtful audience.
Last year the Dragons lost to the
Bison by the score of 19-6. This year,
however, the Bison strength is con
centrated in Fritz Hanson, speedy ball
carrier, and it is the opinion of many
sports writers that if you stop Hanson,
you stop the Bison; there is therefore
a chance for anything to happen.

Pictured above is the 1932 Dragon football squad, the largest in College history. Top row: left to right: Coach
Alex (Sliv) Nemzek, Asst. Coach Curran, Asst. Coach Gilpin, Olson, Jorgcnson, Gallagher, Genetti, Loken, Peterson,
Folcndorf. D. Anderson, Thorvaldson, M. Monson, Hackett, Brown. Benoy, Hammel.
Middle row: Erickson, Schranz, Eininger, Meyers, Bisek, J. Krajeck. Capt. Booher, Gilbert Chisholm, Lee. Anderson,
Ellson. H. Krajeck, Monson. Maedl, Duvall. Bottom row: Jones, Schicd. W. Stephens, Bengston. R. Stephens, Novak,
Edlund. Bailey, Blaine. JefTery, McAllister, Bjerkness, Moberg, Costello.

FIGHTING DRAGON
TEAM OVERCOMES
WINONA ELEVEN

Head Dragon Grid Coach

REJUVENATED NEMZEK MEN BEAT
PURPLE FOR FIRST CON
FERENCE WIN

HARD LUCK JINX
DOGS FIRST PART
OF GRID SEASON
INJURIES. INEXPERIENCE TAKE
HEAVY TOLL IN FIRST
THREE CONTESTS

(By. Ed Eastman)
An avalanche of injuries, lack jf
An unconquerable fighting
spirit
experienced field generalship, and a
"hard luck" jinx which refused to be
which prevailed in the minds of a band .
of snarling, raging Dragons enabled
shaken off until last Saturday, have
them to overcome a series of disastrous
made life anything but rosy for Coach
"breaks" and score a 14-13 victory
Alex Nemzek's Dragon football squad
over a stubborn Purple eleven from
this season.
With a number of capable veterans
I Winona on Memorial Field last Satur
day before a fair-sized crowd. It was
and a very promisinng array of fresh
(By Jack Bridges)
the first
victory for the Dragons in
man material appearing for the first
Well, it was a real game with Winona the Northern Teachers Conference and
practice, prospects were exceedingly
last Saturday, was it not?
For
Kr
'defeat
Winona"
bright. But then Fate took a hand, and
a while it looked like Winona might
,
,
,
T
r
11 waa the trusty toe of a freshman
ever since, football has been a grim,
hold strong and defend their 6-point
serious, unprofitable business with ev
margin, but then the Dragons tightened quarterback, Matty Knauf, that spelled
ery practice producing a new batch
up their offense and displayed the tra- lhe A™ ™argin of victory, after the
Alex
J.
"Sliu"
Nemzek
W>nonans had maintained a 13
of problems to a much-harassed coach
ditional spirit to score the second
ing staff.
7 lead into the last quarter. A touch- •)
touchdown
and were we relieved
Sioux First Opponents
down
by
Bill
Robinson,
the
spearhead
when Mathiasconusiferous Knauf boot
Opening the season against the pow
-i)
ed over the extra point? Dunt esk! . . of the Dragon offense, even though j,
erful Sioux squad of the University of
f pv £d Eastman)
Right now Edward Eastman is hatch crippled, had tied the socre at thirteen
North Dakota, the Dragons showed
all,
when
Knauf
stepped
back
to
make
standings
Tke
ing out a story of the contest, and we
W L Pet. great possibilities in offensive and de
believe that he will present a true ac- the kick for the final point. With Robcount "of "wha7 happened"But ^" holding the ball Knauf calmly Mankato
1 0 1.000 fensive play against a foe definitely
that will be enough out of you, as the boote^t the bal1 squarely between the >Ioorhead
I 1 .500 recognized as their superior. The Drag
Dragons ln
1 1 .500 ons, playing without the services of
farmer said when he moved his pail to ,Uprjghts' P"ttlng
Winona
the next cow
One fellow around leadan^ rellev,ng the spectators of a Duluth
1 1 .500 Jim Krajeck, veteran guard, managed
here that is going places as a lineman con ant N §rowln§ anxiety.
Bemidji .
1 1 .500 to hold the Sioux to a score of 25-0,
is Julien Bjerkness, who takes his footDragons Score Early
St. Cloud
0 1 .000 a highly creditable performance. Bill
Robinson, star halfback, played a con
ball the most seriously of any man on
^h® first few minutes of the game
sistent game that had the Sioux ends
the team. You know, "Jim" finishes 11 looked as if the Dragons would win
Games Last Week
on their toes most of the time. The
111
a
walk
as
the
Moorhead 14—Winona 13
training for the football season about
>
y carried the ball for
the middle of the winter, and then a touchdown in seven plays. Krajeck
Bemidji 6—St. Cloud 0
, sweeping end runs of Pierce and Knauf
were lhe caus* °f *ke four touchdowns
Tel.: Off. 365-W
Res. 365-R
Bemidji took advantage
of the *ragstarts 111
in right away
to
train
for the
returned the kickoff to the Moorhead
dwciv
IAJ
Udlll 1U1
U«
uu.uiuu o
"fc>
J
,
next year ..... and having the build 35-yard line From there Edlund car- ged, fumbling play of the St. Cloud i
against the Dragons,
Lose T<> Cobbers
which he does, he can't be stopped from ried the bal1 around end for 17 yards, team and upset them, 6-0, to spoil an
Physician & Surgeon
going right up into the star chart. . . Robinson went out of bounds on the otherwise perfect Homecoming for the
^he game with Concordia, preceded
Over First and Moorhead
.' . Alfred Elwan Cocking says^Rhat next P^y. Edlund made two yards off Saints. The game was St. Cloud's first ljY the announcement that Krajeck was
National Bank
Winona thought Herb Moberg was trip- tackle. Robinson streaked around end in the Northern Teachers Conference ""l of the game indefinitely, was typical
lets, and rightly so. Herbie turned ir for a lonS jaunt to the 6-yard line,
* * *
if the hord-fought battles of previous
years"
1116 Dragons failed to exhibit
lllllllllll!!lllllllfl!!llll!!mili:iil!IIUl|||||lllllllltl||||||||||l!|l=
Duluth was hard pressed to win from
jyst another game to prove that cen from where Krajeck went to the oneters don't come any better than he . . yard line and then over for a touch- Virginia Junior College but had just !be polish and lbe drive 11131 thev had
sh°Wn agamst lhe Sloux- while lhe
. . '. Yes, future maitre, that is correct down. Knauf kicked goal to make the enough power to emerge with a 12-6
Cobbers played an inspired brand of
score Moorhead 7, Winona 0.
•victory.
English
For a fellow with a bum
ball. Through the combined backfield
Before the end of the quarter, after
med ankle, Billy Robinson turned in
is the place to eat.
an extraordinary game too.
When I al1 exchange of kicks, Edlund and RobThe new rules may not have changed
°f
^
^
sjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiii
Cohbers amassed a total
inson
alternated
in
carrying
the
ball
the
game
much,
as
some
authorities
of
twenty
Bill is in condition, there is no better
P lnls bef?re ,Roblfon f°red on lhe 2'llil!iii!!!lll!lllill;!i.'il!l:!t!:li„i,Jli!!lllilll||||It<|||||!llli:^
halfback in the two cities
and. and reached the 20-yard line, where claim, but nevertheless they have left °
they
lost
the
ball
on
downs.
Winona
the
spectators
looking
puzzled
at
the
T*
spectacular play of the game, a
to take a leaf from the Notorious Nor
FOR SERVICE
forward-lateral
by a 75
orwal
a p,a pass
naw followed
° ""°
thern Lights, that is nobody's bug house kicked the ball out to their 40-yard seeming weirdness of some decisions.
yard
run
for
a
touchdown.
Although
* * *
fable
The Homecomers (rah, line to Knauf, who immediately rethe final score was 20-fi in the Cob =
at the Texaco Oil Station =
turned it to the 20-yard line, but again
rah) are coming pretty quick
When Hank Booher intercepted a bers' favor, yet the thing which drew
the
Purple
wall
held
for
downs.
L. Souers, Prop.
Well, let's pitch in and make it a real,
lateral pass and ran for a touchdown *ke most favorable comment was the =
719
First Ave. So.
peppy homecominng (rah, rah)". . . .
Wmona Counts Twice
only to have the play called back, the sportsmanlike attitude of both players
After a short study of the weather
Opening the second quarter on their decision left some of the spectators be- a^d spectators
.Illl!iili:iiillllllllllltiim!i'i!mi!i!!ils::!!>nillii!lilllillli; I
conditions, we have been forced to the own 40-yard line, Anderson, who had fuddled as to the why and wherefore,
Injuries Take Toll
conclusion that it might be cold at the replaced Robinson, made a poor punt For purpose of enlightenment, the rule
Previous to the departure for Duluth
time of this annual event, but then, which was partially blocked by one covering this play states that when a
Drink The Best
me the news that Bill Robinson, star
what is the difference if we have a tor of the Dragons. Gislason, Winona end, lateral pass is Intercepted by a member
rid pep fest, a warm bonfire, a heated caught the ball and dashed undisturb- of the defensive team, the ball goes halfback, had been injured and that
CITY CLUB
game, and a hot dance? ..... Bill ed for 20 yards to score. The kick for to that team at the point of interception MacAllister, veteran guard, was dis
abled indefinitely.
Ross Stephens,
Stevenson is even going to come home the extra point was blocked, making and may not be run back,
J. H. Meehan, Distributor
freshman quarterback, and Jim Blaine,
From the expression on Bill's the score Moorhead 7, Winona 6.
*
* *
experienced end, were also on the in
face after the Cobber game, we were
After Winona had kicked off, the
With no team yet having played
just a little bit worried
We al Dragons were forced to punt. Nemzek more than two conference games and jured list. Minus the services of these
ways miss out on everything—here kicked to the Purple forty-yard line, with every team but Mankato suffering men, the Dragons lost a heart-breaking j
there was a big fire over in Fargo, and where Viezbecke caught the ball and a defeat, the chances for an undefeated 7-6 tilt to the Duluth Peds in the open
ing Northern Teachers College Con
we were sound asleep
Sidney ran 60 yards to place the Winonans
Conference champion seem mighty slim. ference game. Notably lacking during
Kurtz is looking for ideas for his Kamp- in the lead. Rogge kicked goal to make
*
*
*
the game was the "spirit" that usually
us Kapers, and so any of you young the score Winona 13, Moorhead 7.
St. Cloud made ten first downs to goes with Nemzek-coached aggrega
men or women who wish to do a little
Shortly after the resumption of hos Bemidji's one, and yet they lost. Who tions. Loss of the game may be at
publicity work can get pretty reason
tilities after the half, Winona advanced can blame them for feeling that they tributed partly to faulty field general
able rates from Kidney
we
to the 10-yard stripe, where Robinson should have won?
ship.
understand that he did this work at
intercepted a pass to end their most
Win From Winona
a reasonable price last year
Purple made a desperate last stand j
serious scoring threat of the half. The
With the preparation for the Winona
Moorhead High Dragons threatened the Winona goal to repulse the Dragons without further
ame came a revival of the old "spirit",
school showed power in taking Detroit continually throughout the remainder score. A futile Winona attempt to §
a vi§°r and a determination that were
Lakes 12-0. Big Lyle Sturgeon went of the third period, the quarter ending count via the aerial route was in vain,
.through the Laker line like it wasn't with the ball in Moorhead's possession the game ending with the Dragons tri- reminders of previous Dragon elevens,
umphant for the first time this season. R was a real, typical "Nemzek ' team
Meet At
there. His 235 pounds of beef are on the Winona eight-yard marker.
tbal look tbe field
Moberg. Robinson Outstanding
Saturday against
rather unusual for a high school man.
Knauf Kicks Goal
Herb Moberg was easily the out- Winona and emerged victorious by a
Miss Leon
Nemzek and Knauf made four yards
ard was explaining a problem in Math through the line in two plays, after standing linesman of the game. Ably 14-13 score.
If the Dragons play as they did last
vyhen she made this break: "Now watch which Robinson was given the ball and assisting him in the Dragon line ware
Hank Booher and Wayne
|Stephens, Saturday,_ and
_JBBL
indications are that they
the blackboard while I go through it." carried it
around end to knot the ends, and Jefffy, guard. In the back-; will, there is no doubt but that the
Gee, we wish we could be a
count It was then that Knauf made field, Bill Robinson was the most con- remainder of the schedule will be acprofessional punster—all they do is sit good his placement that placed the co
around and have a grind old time! . . horts of the Crimson and White in the sistent ground gainer, while Knauf, Ed- j complished with a great deal more suclund, Krajeck, and Nemzek contrib- j cess than that with which they have
. . But forget this rubbish and will
lead. 14-13.
uted largely to the Dragon victory.
been previously awarded.
see you at homecoming (rah, rah) but
Lunches—Soft Drirk —Candy
Rogge,
Viezbecke,
and
Kozlowski
—;
Again
the
Dragons
threatened
to
remember that only the brave deserve
were
the
outstanding
performers
for
The
fifth
grade
students
are
makine
the fare (at leasj that is what the score when Hank Booher intercepted
,
,
, , ,
ii
, ....
Winona. The Purple team played an ^ collection of Minnesota leaves to send
bandit satd as he poked the gun m. 1 ,a lateral pass on the Winona ten-yard llert hard. clean game that was a 1 to a grade in the Los Ange]es schoo]
the street-car conductor's stomach . . .line, only to lose the ball when the i credit to that institution.
.
system.

Just Rambling
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Conference Chatter

6

Dr. G. L. Gosslee

|
WELCOME
|
Brenden's Restaurant!

STOP
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These Five Will Help Generate Pep

COLLEGE HIGH IS
BEATEN BY SPUDS

Oct 21, 1932
piiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiig

M.S.T.C. DEBATERS |We Are For You, Dragons ! ! =
MEET IRISH TEAM| CAMPUS TEA ROOMS |
DOKKEN, THOMPSON REPRESENT
M. S. T. C. IN DEBATE WITH
TRINITY DUBLIN

DEFEAT IS FIRST OF THE SEASON;
WILL PLAY MAHNOMEN
AND HAWLEY

j|

See Us After the Game

1

Representing M. S. T. C., Gorman Hlillllllllllllllll!Illiill:il!!!:inini1ll!!lllllllltlllllilllllllllllljll
Thompson and Wilson Dokken, both of
FOR BEST SERVICE
Thief River Falls, will meet the de
H
Stop At
|l
baters from Trinity College,"Dublin, on
SUPER OIL CO.
October 31. The College team will up
hold the negative side of the question: 1
1100 1st Ave. No.
"Resolved that nationalism is a bar to
|
306
10th
St. S. Phone 1411-W
|
peace and progress."
ITIIIIIIIII
minim
minimi
HI
Wilson Dokken has been a member of
Pep in abundance will be generated by the student body when these cheer
leaders cut loose. From left to right they are: Lenore Kravik, Madison: Ken M. S. T. C. for the past three years,
neth Nelson, Moorhead. rooter king: Verna Olsgaard. Moorhead: Carl Jorgenson. | and Gorman Thompson for two years.
Central Lumber Company
The latter also attended the second
Erskine; and Hazel Bernu. New York Mills.
assembly of the Minnesota Model
League of Nations last year. During
Everything for Building
1931-32, both men made an extensive
tour with the debate team, meeting!
Phone 545
20 Sixth St. So.
St. Cloud Teachers, Macalester, St.
Thomas, Winona Teachers, River Falls,
and Carleton College.
|/lllllllllllilllllllllllll!ll!ll!IIHIIIIIIIIIill!lllllilllillllllllill!i:
"An honest confession is good for the Delphique, painted by Michael Angelo
The debate will be held in Weld Hall
soul". How many M. S. T. C. studeitls, and copied from the ceiling of the Sis- Auditorium at 8 o'clock, with Presi
as they pass in and about MacLean Hall tine Chapel in Rome. The "Sibyl" had dent MacLean acting as chairman. Thei
|Everyone should have a news
have stopped and enjoyed the many been adopted by the Italians from the International Relations Club will en
pictures, some old and some new, that ancient historical mythology, as a per tertain the debaters at a luncheon aftei §hat for Homecoming.
I Trickie Little Crepe Turbans,§
sonification of prophecy.
are to be found within its walls.
The Sibylla Libyque, represented as the debate.
ESmart, narrow brimed felts,|j
The casual person nas a rather hazy
idea about painters and paintings. They having powerful proportions, but less
1
All Sizes
are usually a people and a field set closely draped, has taken down a mass
H Wine, Green, Black, Blue, 1
apart, and not to be understood by the ive volume from above her head. The
1
and Brown
"practical" bread-winners. It is for Sibylle Jeremiah has his feet crossed,
this very reason that the attention of under him, is bent forward, supportBeauty Shop
the Homecominng visitors as well as ing the elbow of his left arm against
Fargo 1
the student body is being called to the his side, his hand across his mouth, SPECIAL FOR NEXT WEEK 1 72 Broadway
various fine copies of some of the and is buried in the great beard of his
^Jlllllllllltlll>illlll!liillllilltiitlillllllllilllillilllittllltlillll.i=
51
Henna Pack With Shampoo
masterpieces in MacLean Hall.
' leaning head—the image of the deepThe picture hanging on the east wall est, calmest thought. The Sibylle Del20-0.
in the reserve library is of the statue phique, with her waving hair escaping
of Lincoln, the monument in Lincoln from her turban, is a beautiful young
Park, Chicago, sculptured by Augustus being, the most human of all, gazing
Phone 1332
Moorhead
Saint Gaudens. This statue is recog- into vacancy or futurity. She holds
. . . have you seen
nized as one of the noblest conceptions a scrolL
the latest?
The
following
is
a
directory
of
other
of the character of the Great Emancipa
You
will
as soon as you come
tor. It is of bronze, eleven and one pictures to see: Moses, painted by
in
and
see
the new fall and
Michael
Angelo—President
MacLean's
"The Weak Spot" was one of the two half feet high. The simple but im office; Saint Etinne du Mont. Paris, an
winter
styles
for young men we
one-act plays with which new members pressive figure inspires dignity, despite etching by Louis Orr—Mrs. Vowles of
are now showing
the
homely
everday
attire.
of the Dramatic Club, under the di
With his firmly planted feet, his erect fice; The Prayer in the Desert by E.
New Models — New shades
Corner 10th St. & 5th Ave. So.
rection of Miss Tainter, entertained the
body,
squared shoulders and resolute Frennoghi—south wall of the main
Open Evenings and Sundays
—Fine
Qualities—Suits and
student body this morning in assembly.
reading room in the library; The Par
The cast was comprised of the following bearing, Lincoln is here depicted as a thenon and The Ruins of Persepolis—
Overcoats
tribute
of
the
people,
as
a
man
acstudents: John Parson, Middle River;
customed to face a mob, if need be, and children s literature room; Zons by
Rightly
Priced at
Lillian Kankel, Red Lake Falls; and
wall reserve
reading
bend them to his will. In contrast to Blum—north
$15.00,
$19.50,
$24.50
Florence Grove, Morris.
this is his slightly-bowed head, sad room; The Coming of the Storm by
The second play, entitled "Wisdom features, and quiet but impressive Innes, presented by Miss Margaret McTeeth", was playrf by the following: hands, betokening Lincoln, the thinker. Carten—Women's faculty room; Land
Phone 3593-W
Vance Hallack, Fargo; Rhoda SalverIn the waiting room near President scape by Childe Hassen, Flower Deco
102-104 Broadway
Fargo
COMSTOCK HOTEL
son, Ada; Signe Olson, Fargo; and Mil MacLean's office is a copy of a famous ration by Jean Baptiste, and Moonlight
Moorhead
dred Bengson, Esmond, N. D.
portrait of George Washington painted by Chabanian—Ingleside.
That the combined casts is com by Gilbert Stuart and presented to
posed of first-year
students with the the College by Mr. B. F. Mackall, a
Res. 2944
Off. Phone 778
PRIVATE BALLROOM
DANCING INSTRUCTION
exception of two of its members is a pioneer of Moorhead. In this, as in
fact worthy of mention.
the other portraits which Stuart made
Special Rates
Dentist
of Washington, we see him in powdered
Miss Alpha flight
Room 6, Gletne Block
wig, black coat, ruffled jabot and full
Moorhead
Minnesota
neckcloth, against a neutral back
Phone 5256-W
Fargo, No. Dak.
1114 8th Ave. So
ground. All of our interest is centered
in the face, whose features wear an
Members of Psi Delta Kappa sorority expression of kindly dignity and
entertained rushees at an autumn Ten strength. The roundness of the fore
Tuesday afternoon at the home of lone head and cheeks and the delicate carv
THE NEW HOSE THAT WILL NOT RUN —
Larson, 422 11th St. S., Moorhead. An ings of the nose are shown with simple
By Kaiser — $1.35 Pair
Autumn motif was chosen for the tea, strokes, by means of shadows cast by
and the centerpiece was a pumpkin the light from overhead. It is the eyes
Think of it—you cannot get a run in these stockings because
filled with fruits of the season. Setting and the strong line of the mouth that
they are so woven that they cannot run even if you should tear
and refreshments were in keeping with give life to the portrait.
them. One pair will outlast several pairs of ordinary hose, yet
the season, fall leaves, autumn flowers,
On the third floor, in the reading
"WHERE YOU WAIT FOR
they
are as sheer and beautiful as any hose you have ever seen.
and a color scheme of brown and or room of the Fine Art Studio is the
YOUR STREET CAR"
Choose now from the smartest shades of the season.
ange being used in decorations.
statue of Sacagawea, sculptured by
First
National
Bank
Building
Cyrus
Dalling.
She
is
an
Indian
wom
Cello and piano music was furnished
Moorhead. Minnesota
by Jean McDonald and Eleanor Hyatt, an who acted as guide for the Lewis
FARGO
Fargo, throughout the afternoon. Those and Clark expedition from Bismarck.
to
the
Pacific
coast
and
back
again.
in charge of arrangements were Flor
ence Powell, Alice Skottem, Sarah Born among the Shoshone or Snake
Indians, in what is now the state of
Chaffee, and Miss Larson.
Idaho, she had been captured by an
other tribe when a girl and sold to her
BETA CHI TEA BEGINS
Phone
RUSHING ACTIVITIES husband, a French interpreter.
There have been two statues ercted
Beta Chi sorority began its Fall rush
There's a New Fall and Winter Coat and Dress for You
ing activities with a tea held in Ingle- in memory of her, one in Bismarck,
N.
D.,
and
the
other
one
in
Oregon.
The
side on Monday from four to six. Mrs.
one in the reading room is a copy of
COMSTOCK TAXI
Britt, Mrs. Lura, Mrs. Rustad, and Miss that erected in Oregon by the women
OFFICE
Ellen Anderson poured.
of the United States, in honor of the
—Comstock
Hotel—
Music was furnished throughout the pioneer mother of the Oregon country.
COURTEOUS
SERVICE
On
the
west
wall
in
the
main
reading
tea by Mr. Sandness, accompanied at
70 Broadway
E. T. Hanson
the piano by Mrs. Locke; Alice Nelson, room of the library are pictures of the
three Sibylls, Libyque, Jeremiah and
accompanied by Lawrence Norin; and
Joan Storrs.

Failing to gain after the ball had
been placed on the five-yard
line by
Bertholf, the Baby Dragons lost their
first football game of the season last
Saturday afternoon on Memorial Field
to the fast Moorhead High School
team, 6-0. The game was played as a
preliminary to the Dragon-Winona
game and gave the students an op
portunity to view some future Dragon
stars in action. Moorhead did not use
all of its first-stringers.
The only score of the game came
late in the second quarter when a pass
placed the ball on the Baby Dragon
five-yard line. Spencer Jones, Moor
head quarterback, then carried the ball
over. The Baby Dragons lost their only
chance to score when three plays failed
to advance the ball from the Moorhead
five-yard
marker. Olson and Briggs
gained most of the yardage for the
College High while Captain Hugh Price
was a tower of strength on the defense,
continually throwing Moorhead ballluggers for a loss.
Tomorrow afternoon at one o'clock
the Baby Dragons will meet Hawley
H. S. on Memorial Field. The follow
ing Wednesday the Baby Dragons will
journey to Mahnomen to meet their
fast High School team. This will be
the last game for the College High and
should prove to be a good one, for
Mahnomen defeated Dilworth last week

Reproductions Of Paintings, Sculpture
That Decorate MacLean Hall Reviewed

HATS $1.88

VOLD'S

|

| DOTTIE DUNN |

Have You Heard The
Latest?

.75c

New Dramatic Club
Members Give Plays

Lincoln Grocery and
Confectionery

COMSTOCK
BEAUTY PARLOR

THE GLOBE

Dr. H. D. Rostad

Psi Delta Kappa Group
Has Tea at Larson Home

WELCOME
M. S. T. C. Students

THEY'RE HERE !

Johnson's Pharmacy

A. L. MOODY CO.

TAXI

FALL FASHION MODES

1717

STEVENSONS

For a VISIT a LUNCH or a MEAL
Meet at

MASTER

THE BLUEBIRD COFFEE SHOP

FILM

E. M. PETERSON
L. A. BENSON
618 Center Ave., Moorhead, Minnesota

FINISHING—
Genuine Velox Prints

Bergstrom Studio
Phone 1068
619 1st Ave. So.

'

Moorhead

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS
Appreciate the Value of a Bank
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I

BOOST
| HOMECOMING ]
Buy Your Tag Now
% iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS appreciate the value of a
banking connection. Why not take advantage of the com
plete facilities in this strong institution while you are a
student in the State Teachers College? The financial ser
vices of this bank, strengthened by our affiliation with the
Northwest Bancorporation, make an account with us a valu
able asset wherever you may locate in the Northwest.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Moorhead, Minnesota

Affiliated with Northwest Bancorporation

T h e W e s t e r n MiSTiC
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Old World Romance, Old World Scenery
Brought to Us by Local Travellers

ing in Secondary Schools.
THE AGE OF INNOCENCE
Phone: Off. 854-W
Res. 854-R
Counts, George S.:"The American Road
(By Edith Wharton)
to Culture."
Dansdill, Theresa: Health Training in
"
An unalterable and unques
Dentist
the Schools.
tioned law of the music world required
American State Bank Bldg.
Douglass,
Harl
R.:
Organisation
and
that
the
German
text
of
French
operas
(This is the second installment of to the charm of the trip. The six
Moorhead - - - Minnesota
Administration of Secondary Schools. sung by Swedish artists should be
excerpts from a series of letters writ- hours we spent on the Rhine rank as
• ten by J. R. Schwendeman to The one of our most pleasant experiences. Edmonson, Roemer & Bacon: Second translated into Italian for the clearer
ary School Administration.
understanding
of
English-speaking
Moorhead News presenting a rather We spent the night at Aachen, where
detailed account of the European Tour the Dutch choir on a vacation tour en Ellwood, Charles: "Cultural Evolution". audiences." This is only a sample of
SCHOMBERS
Englehardt, Fred: Public School Or the delightful form of amiable satire
during the past summer.)
tertained us for dinner.
Grocery and Confectionery
ganization and Administration.
employed by Edith Wharton in her
From Florence, Italy—"We have had
Our stop in Belgium recalled some
Make our store your
novel, "The Age of Innocence," a new
the most comfortable weather this far. of the war scenes and events. We were Frank, Glenn: Thunder and Dawn.
Headquarters
Through England, France and Switzer taken to the barracks where Edith Ca- Freeman and Dougherty: How to Teach accession to the Library. Despite the
306 10th St. So.
Moorhead
Handwriting.
fact that bits of Old New York with all
land we have slept under a blanket vell was shot. From thence to little
Phone 1414-W
Fryer, Douglas: "The Measurement of its conventionalities and quaintness are
and feather tick. Rain has made us Denmark, and here we are."
Interests".
pictured, the setting is yet incidental,
uncomfortable only one day and that
From Denmark the group sailed for
in London, England.
the United States, and taking train from Harris-Donovan-Alexander: Supervis and the portrayal of characters is most
ion & Teaching of Reading.
signicant.
Sightseeing has been well carried out. New York arrived in Moorhead during
Meals and lunches at
Intriguing, romantic, conventional,
Our first
day out included the Old the first
week in September. Thus Hart, Joseph K.: Creative Moments In
Education.
aristocratic, whatever they may be.
Popular Prices
Tower of London. Aside from stories ended the most extensive tour ever
of gruesome beheadings, the presenta sponsored by the Geography Depart Hayden, Albert E.: The Quest of the Edith Wharton's characters are always
COLLEGE CLUB
Present-Day Education."
human. One sympathizes alike with
tion of the crown jewels was most im ment of the College.
Burnham, William H: Wholesome Per Newland Archer in his desire to escape
Mrs. A. M. Lundeen, Prop.
pressive.
Kenilworth and Warwick
sonality.
from the stilted life of New York so
Castle were included in the StratfordSavage, Howard James: Games and ciety, with May Welland in her help
on-Avon trip. Kenilworth is a mag
Sports in British Schools & Univer less ignorance of any other but this
nificent old English ruin of the Eliza
sities.
life, with Mrs. Manson Mingott and her
bethan period; Warwick links the past
Shaver, Erwin L: "The Project Prin bold disregard of petty mannerisms,
Choose your new Fall costume at
to the present and is occupied by pres
ciple in Religious Education".
and with Ellen Olenska in her struggle
ent Earl of Warwick.
Smith, William A.: Secondary Educa to regain her foothold in this world of
Shakespeare's birthplace and Ann
tion in the U. S.
Family, while at the same time ignor
Hathaway's cottage has all the romance
Snedden, David: Towards Better Edu ing its rigid demands of Form.
of the genius represented. Other feat
Fargo
North Dakota
cations.
Like a strong silken thread the plot
ures were Westminister Abbey, St.
Stormyand M. J. & McKee: The Pro is interwoven, binding characters and
Paul's Cathedral, and many monuments
The College Library is rapidly ap
gressive Primary Teacher.
and gardens, including a view of the
setting into one unit, and, while avoid
proaching the standard of quantity of Swift: "Federal and State Policies in
royal palace.
ing the sensational, yet holding the
Public School Finance in the .U. S.
In Paris Napoleon's tomb was most the old library which was destroyed
reader from an entertaining beginning
in
the
fire
February
9,
1930.
In
quality
Symonds,
Percival
M.:
Diagnosing
Per
impressive. Notre Dame and the Eiffel
to the unexpected ending
This
sonality and Conduct.
at
Tower were all they are represented it is in almost every respect superior,
to be. Malmaison was interesting as since there are thousands of new Thomas, Norman: "America's Way volume is in our library and you will
"ECONOMY
PRICES"
Out".
-the home of Napoleon and Josephine. books and new editions of older master
find it well worth your reading.
pieces.
The
MiSTiC
has
been
printing
Thurstone,
H.
W.
and
Chare:
The
Meas
The Versailles Palace in addition to the
Carry and Save
ure of Attitude.
hall of mirrors where the peace of 1919 partial lists in several past issues and
|
presents
an
additional
list
herewith.
Waples,
D.
Tyler,
R.
W.:
"Research
For
QUALITY
Groceries
was signed is elaborate in paintings,
HISTORY
Methods and Teachers' Problems."
'and statuary. The League of Nations
Trade at
buildings at Geneva are striking only Baldwin, Sommerfield: Organization of Watson, Maude E.: Children and Their
HILDES
Medieval Christianity.
Bill Robinson, Agent
j Parents.
in their significance.
Botsford,
George
Willis
and
Sihler,
E.
j
Woody,
Thomas:
New
Minds:
New
Men?
Call 966 or 1978-J
Venice is truly a city of the sea.
Phone
997
17
14th
St.
So.
G.: Hellenic Civilization.
Inskeep, Mrs. M. L.: Child Adjustment.
Three hundred eighteen islands are in
Brunn,
Geoffrey:
The
Enlightened
Kinneman, John A.: Society and Edu
cluded in the city limits. All the streets
Despots.
cation.
are canals. All of our sightseeing was
Buffington, Arthur H.: The Second Koos, L. V.: American Secondary
done by boat.
TO THE
Hundred Years War.
School.
From a boat on the River Rhine
FACULTY
'We"are now"on"a palatial Rhine river Davis, Henry W. Cartas: England un Koos, L. V.: Guidance in Secondary
AND STUDENTS—
der
the
Normans
and
Angevins.
Education.
your
steamer, the Mainz. Since I left you
Headquarters for Picnic and
at Venice at the last writing, I must Dietz, Frederick Charles: The Indus Langdon, Grace: Home Guidance for
Again we bid you Welcome
Young Children.
Lunch Supplies
return there and bring the tour up to; trial Revolution.
Egerton,
H.
E.:
Cause
and
Characters
Messenger,
J.
F.:
An
Interpretative
to Moorhead—Your 44th
date.
CANDY
of the American Revolution.
History of Education.
Year—Our 49th.
the pi esentations^^^^^^^^^®^^^^^^^®^^^^^®
MAGAZINES
in St. Marks Cathedral and the Doges Gershoy L^o: The French Revolution. Myers, G. C.: Building Personality in;
We have served you through
Children.
palace are of royal and religious sub- Gewehr' Wesley Marsh: Rlse of Natl0n"
and SCHOOL SUPPLIES
all these years—We shall
alism in the Balkans.
Myers, G. C.: The Modern Parent.
jects. St. Marks is one of the most
be pleased to continue
Goodenough:
The
Church
in
the
Roman
N.
E.
A.
Dept.
of
Classroom
Teachers.
Come
here
to
use
our
phone
and
interesting cathedrals in Europe. Flor
this service.
Empire.
7th
Yearbook.
wait
for
the
street
car.
ence appeared to us the most beauti
Hoskins,
Halford
I:
European
Imperial
N.
E.
A.
Dept.
of
Elementary
School
|
ful of all Italian cities.
Call on Us for Anything
Principals. 11th
Yearbook. The
Rome presents her ruins of past fame, , ism in
. _Africa.
_ ,
, _ ,
At Anytime.
Principal and His Community.
to the tourist. The Forum, Baths, and "nes' A'D : Rn8lan,d uTnder thf T"do™'
Oliver,
John
Rathbone:
"Fear".
Mlchael:
Im
ena
Russla
Coliseum stand hugely as gaunt skeleP l
Parker: History of Modern Elementary
tons of a momentous past. The cathe- .. .
'. _ _ , , .
Education.
drals of St. Peter and St. Paul are un- Marriott, J. A. R.: England since Wat
PIES AND PASTRY FOR
erloo.
Pinter,
Rudolf: Educational Psychology.
510 Center Ave.
matched in hugeness, newness of ap
THAT LUNCH
Mcllwain,
C.
H.:
The
American
Rev
Roemer,
Allen:
Readings
in
Extra-Curpearance and ornamentation. Our visMoorhead
olution, a Constitutional Interpreta
ricular Activities.
1 Door West of the Post Office
iW to the Vatican and audience with
Ruch,
G.
&
Rice,
G.
A.:
Specimen
tion.
his Holiness Pope Pius XV and High
Objective Examinations.
Mass with the Sistine choir at St. Pet Nowak, Frank: Medieval Slavdom and
Rugg, Harold: Culture and Education
er's cathedral was sublimely impressive _ the Rise
„, of
, Russia.
_ , , _ ,
,
(To be continued)
»From Copenhagen-We are in Copen-j °'^_^la^;.,^lgland Before the
Norman Conquest.
hagen this morning. Going back for a
moment, I will bring the tale up to Owen, David E.: Imperialism and Na
date. Switzerland's snow-capped Alps, _ tionalism
,
, _ in
_ the
_ Far
. East.
, _ .
Age of Louis XIV.
charmed us from the moment they ?ac£ard' f B':
219 Broadway
Fargo, No. Dakota
S" B : The Commercial Revobroke the horizon until they became
We
develop
and
print
8
pic
dim in the blue haze of distance as _ ,
_,
,
Packard, S. B.: Europe and the Church
we reluctantly left. The Alps are subture films for $ .25.
under Innocent III.
-thrilling because of their rugTrevelyan, George M.: England under
fted height and heavy snow caps.
the Stuarts.
PARKO PENS — Made by Parker
At Interlaken we watched the color Vernadskii, George: The Russian Rev
Pen and Pencil Sets
SI.95
change on the snow-capped Jungfrau
olution, 1917-1931.
Pen
—
SI.25
Pencil
—
$
.75
from the shimmering whiteness of the Vickers, Kenneth H.: England in the
Moorhead, Minn.
The city hall is across the street.
day to rose and lavender in the sun
Moorhead
Minn.
Later Middle Ages.
set and the soft blue of moonlight. White, Albert Beeke: The Making of j
From both the Furka and Grimsel pass
the English Constitution, 449-1485.
es on our Alpine motor tour we viewed
EDUCATION
the summit panorama of the Alps, a
Barr, A. S.: "An Introduction to the
STYLE-CONSCIOUS—
glaring expapse of snow and ice pierc
622 Center Avenue
Scientific Study of Classroom Super
ed by sharp summit of rock. The
We Buy and Sell for Cash—That's Why We Sell for Less
vision."
Rhine glacier is a frozen cataract about
"EVERYTHING TO WEAR"
VALUE-SEEKING
Bell, Clive: "Civilization."
2,000 feet in height from the valley bot
Dry
Goods,
Shoes,
Ladies'
and Gents' Furnishings, Millinery, Notions, Etc.
Brill, A. C.: Youtz: Your Child and
tom to the point over which it cas
FUR COAT PURCHASERS
his Parents.
cades from its lofty mountain valley
Buchholz: "Fads and Fallacies in
of origin.
Our Label is a Guarantee
Teacher's Guide to Child Develop
Switzerland is an impregnable coun
ment. (U. S. Office of Educ. Bui.
of Satisfaction
try from the standpoint of defense. At
1930, No. 26).
F. H. McGill, Manager
the entrance to the country from Italy, Cattell, J. McKeen: Biographical di
FOR
for instance, we were shown their fort
rectory of leaders in Education.
Moorhead, Minn.
Phone 64
ifications. The "Lion of Lucerne" was Collings, Ellsworth: Progressive Teachthe most significant feature there. It
recalled the Swiss guard which we saw |
Shop at
at the Vatican and the Versailles Pal
Moorhead Shoe Hospital
ace.
Let Soule Sole Your Shoes
We left Wiesbaden, Germany, on the
palatial Rhine steamer, Mainz. The
17 Fifth Ave. So., Moorhead, Minn.
57 Broadway
Fargo
legends and folk-lore of the Rhine add
C. W. Soule, Prop.

Dr. J. H. Sandness

The Book Shelf

Waterman Ohm Co.

Standard Cleaning

Bon Valet Cleaners

Britts Grocery

Anderson's Bakery

Mackalls Drug Store

CURLEE SUITS & OVERCOATS

Compare The Work

$17.50

Ted Evenson

NEUBARTH'S

MILLS DRUG CO.

W. G. W00DWARD CO.,NC-

INTERIOR LUMBER COMPANY

FUR COATS

Hoenck's Fur Store

FAIRMONT'S BETTER FOOD PRODUCTS
assure you of fine

quality.

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP
Haircuts — $ .35
'Open Evenings until 9 o'clock
WE NEED YOUR HEAD
IN OUR BUSINESS.

Larson & Jacobsen
624 Center Ave.

Wheeler Block

They are used in your dining room and are for sale by
all the leading dealers.
Ask for the FAIRMONT brand when buying milk, cream,
butter, cheese, eggs, ice cream.

The Fairmont Creamery Company

The Western MiSTiC
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LORD OUTLINES
ATTRIBUTES OF
GOOD TEACHERS
RECEIVES
EXCELLENT
RECEP
TION AT APPEARANCE
ON WEDNESDAY

Oct. 21, 1932

"SMILIN THROUGH"

HALLOWEEN
PARTY GOODS

NORMA SHEARER
&
FREDRIC MARCH

MnnrjiEaJ

Midnight Show

Home of Paramount Pictures

Sat. and Sun.

T Students Urged To <9 They Will Meet Trinity College Team
The fine tribute paid Dr. Livington
Get Absent Voter
C. Lord, first president of Moorhead
State Teachers College and president
Blanks in Room 208

of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers I ® ®
College, Charleston, as he was intro
For the benefit of those students who
duced by President MacLean, and the will be voting by absent voters' ballot,
excellent reception of his address as which includes all those voters on the
displayed by the applause, were marked Campus who are receiving financial
features of the Wednesday Chapel aid from their home community, the
period.
following information has been gathered.
With no preliminaries, Dr. Lord be
1. Give your name to Clarence
gan outlinig and illustrating the qual Glasrud, or leave name in Room 208
ities of good teaching. First in rank, on the editor's desk. You will then
he said, is the importance of character receive information as to absent voters'
training. To inspire a child to learn ballots and the necessary blanks.
to do by giving him a high incentive
2. If your name is in by Thursday
rather than a concrete inducement is at two o'clock, you may get your blanks
the highest aim. Secondly, he stated, Friday.
"We must know something." Without
3. Envelopes received with ballot
fundamental knowledge teachers lack should be sent as addressed, putting
the ease of mind so necessary to good "Ballot Envelope" inside of "Return
teaching. "Recitation is the heart, Envelope."
mind and soul of a school." It is the
thing that differentiates the student
from the scamp.
Organization, as
characterized by promptness, regular
ity and economy of time, is very es
sential.
In conclusion he stated that every
MR. PRESTON IS DIRECTOR, WITH
teacher should be equipped with the
HARLOW BERQUIST AS
following six attributes: first,
sound
ASSISTANT
learning; second, ability to be just—j
neither kind nor unkind; third, hos
The final personnel and officers of
pitality as the opposite of sarcasm,
the College Concert Orchestra has been
fourth, preparation; fifth, clearness in
selected by Mr. Preston, director. The
questions and assignments; and sixth,
following are playing this year: first
culture.
violins—Ruth Preston, Moorhead; Nina
Among those present at Chapel be Jorgenson, Pilot, N. D.; James Shan
sides the students and faculty were Dr. non, Detroit Lakes; Karl Parsons,
G. L. Gosslee, resident director of the Moorhead; and Roseltha Nesheim,
College, Mrs. S. G. Comstock, and Mrs. Moorhead.
Morris Stadum, an alumna of the
Second violins—Dale Hallack, Fargo;
Teachers College.
Edith Alexander, Lancaster; Dorothy

Miss Ruby Ferry, who finished
a
one-year rural course last spring, pass
ed away at the Memorial Hospital in
Ada on Tuesday morning, October 11.
Her death was caused by heart failure
following an operation for a tumor,
which had been performed the pre
vious day. This was Miss Ferry's first
year of teaching, and she was employed
in District 66, Hegne.
In addition to her father and mother,
she is survived by one sister, Mrs. Ole
Sorenson of Twin Valley; and two
brothers, Merl Ferry of Minneapolis,
and Earl Ferry of Chicago. Funeral
services were held on Thursday, Oc
tober 13 in the First Lutheran church
in Ada, Rev. L. C. Jacobson officiating.
Interment was made in the Ada cem
etery.

Hoel, Thief River Falls; Eunice Bajum,
Fergus Falls; James Lade, Fosston;
Helen Nicklay, Crookston; cello—Har
low Berquist, Parkers Prairie; Marie
Mills, Fargo; and James Bridges, Moor
head; viola—Art Skjonsby, Rosholt,
South Dakota.
Bass—Vance Hallack. Fargo; Law
rence Norin, Sheyenne, N. D.; clarinet
—Lila ' Harstad, Hillsboro; Luverne
Lewis, Hawley; Lorna Strand, Mahno
men; trumpet—Reynold Christensen,
Sleepy Eye; Jules Herman, Milnor, N.
D.; trombone — Lawrence Peterson,
Moorhead; Muriel Troumbly, Red Lake
Falls.
Horn—Clare Hallack, Fargo; Webster
Rowan, Hillsboro;
percussion—Curt
Remfrey, Fargo; Dick Jones, Fargo;
Piano—Adele Jensen, Fargo. Harlow
Berquist is assistant director, with Ar
thur Skjonsby as stage manager and
Luverne Lewis as librarian.

®-

®

In Local Churches

®

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
406 Eighth St, South
Sunday Services—10:00 a. m., Church
School; 11:00 a. m., Morning Worship;
5:00 p. m., Special Vesper Service, mus
ic furnished by Moorhead High School.
6:00 p. m., meeting of the College Club;
7:30 p. m., Young People's meeting at
the Manse. Faculty and students are
invited to attend these services.
"There is no evil in the world with
out a remedy."—Sonnazaro.

ERNEST PEDERSON

OPTOMETRIST

WELCOME
M. S. T. C.
HOMECOMERS

See That Game In a New
"FIELDER"
Blue Niggerhead

$16.75
Hear the Palace Feature Program
Every Tuesday and Friday, 6:15
P. M., over KGFK. Moorhead

"Every Inch a Clothing Store"

AARTI Nson'S

Moorhead. Minn.

MOORHEAD, MINN.

ALUMNI HOMECOMING

BANQUET

Please reserve
plates at 60c each for M. S. T. C.
Alumni-Homecoming Banquet to be held at Comstock Hall on No
vember 5, at 6:30 p. m.
Signed
Please send reservations in by November 1, to Ward Thompson,
S. T. C., Moorhead, Minn.

115 Broadway
-:No. Dak.

BLUEBIRD
and

SONNY BOY

Above are pictured Wilson Dokken and
Gorman Thompson, both of Thief River Falls,
who will meet a two-man. debate team from
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland, on October 31.

®

®
®
®

®
®
®

®
®
®

®
®
®
®

®

Commendation for the pro
posed political rally to be held
November 7 at the College is ex
pressed by Dr. Joseph Rosier of
Fairmont, West Virginia, presi
dent of the National Education ®
Association, in a letter written
October 14 to a member of the
committee in charge of the W
event "I think your ideas are ® l
sound and I see no reason why ®
this undertaking should not be
a success," he said.
S

®
®
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®

SPEAKERS WILL
ENLIVEN SPIRIT

(Continued from Page One)
For weeks past the Freshmen, under
the capable leadership of Ragnar Han
son, have been gathering and hoarding j
(let us hope President Hoover doesn't i
hear of this) wood and brush. Several
good-sized piles have mysteriously
grown legs and walked away—whither 1
we know not, but still a goodly supply
remains. The Northwest Bell Telephone
Company has donated a pole to be
used as the crowning glory, and when
the fires are lighted and the songs and
gayety burst forth, you'd better all
be there. Time and bonfires wait for
no man. There is no time like Home
coming, and no bonfire as bright as
Mr. Weltzin, Industrial Arts Instruct the one to be burned in your honor.
or, spent last week-end on a hunting
trip in the vicinity of Dent.
Mrs. Harry G. Anderson (McGuire)
is a member of League of Western
Dr. and Mrs. C. P. Lura spent last Writers and Seattle Verse Writers. Her
Saturday on a hunting trip near Kin poems are published in some of the
dred, N. D.
leading periodicals.

RETURNS FROM MEETING
Miss Sarah Hougham, librarian of the
College, returned Sunday from Des
Moines, Iowa, where she attended a re
gional meeting of the American Li
brary association. Delegates and mem
"Man is his own worst enemy".—
bers from five states attended—Minne
sota, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Ne Cicero.
braska. A large attendance at the
session, at which outstandinng persons
in the library world were speakers, is
reported by Mis Hougham.

Office Specialties
Company
Fargo

PERSONNEL CHOSEN ®® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® "Let your own discretion be your
~ tutor; suit the action to the word, the
OF N. E. A.
FOR MUSIC GROUP ®® PRESIDENT
COMMENDS RALLY IDEA ® word to the action".—Hamlet.

Former Student Passes
Away In Ada Hospital

Napkins and Luncheon Sets
Table Cloths
Party Favors
Hall Decorations
AT REDUCED PRICES—

P
ION1IK
G/Lmtrlca's worcL for'

$U$riNDIM
'T TOLD up your

H style" by get
ting the correct
"hold-up"f or your
trousers. We've
always held that
suspenders are es
sential to the right
hang of the trou
sers. You must see
the attractive
ideas the Pioneer
people have sent
us!

BREAD
Northwest Bakery
Company
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WELCOME

OWLS!

Come back to the Home Roost.
Patiently are we waiting for the
return of our Brother Owls.
Fly east, west, north or south,
but roost at the Homecoming
Breakfast, Jackson's, at 8:00
o'clock Saturday morning.

VOLD'S
SHOE

$ 1

Hub Clothing Co.
Moorhead, Minn.

DEPT.

NEW FALL STYLES—
Pomps — Ties — Oxfords
Sizes 3 to 9

$1.89 to $3.98

WELCOME — ALUMNI AND STUDENTS ! !
Meet Your Friends At
JACKSON'S
We Serve Meals and Lunches at Popular Prices.
The Cottage Closest to the Campus.
1110 7th Avenue South

Northern Lights
We have been informed from the
surrounding experts that it was Wi
nona's poor playing and not the
Dragon's par excellence that sent
the Southern Minnesotans scurrying
for their crying towels last Saturday.
In a moment of distraction we
thought that possibly when Bill
Robinson and his cohorts tore
through the first few minutes, that
this might have had something re
motely to do with the defeat.
And when we saw the cantering
Knauff complete the magic of pass
ing through 11 Winona boys without
being seen, we thought that some
thing of the sort may have contrib
uted to Winona's embarrassment.
On the other hand our attention
was diverted to a couple of times
that the Dragons attempted to put
the outcome of the game on a nice
platter and pass it over to the Wi
nona boys.
And it looked to your withering
old badeker that the Dragons might
have agreed among themselves to
lay off as long as they were ahead.
We merely point these things out
to prove that it was a grave error
to be content with that one point—
nuff sed.

Northern School
Supply Company
8th St. and N. P. Ave.
FARGO

Exclusiveness is yours
... in a GRUEN wristlet
Naturally, you want your most prized
possessions to be distinctive and individual
—things you really can call your own . . . .
That is why our fine Gruen Guild Watches
will appeal to you . . . Aside from their
splendid timekeeping ability, they are beau
tifully wrought in many unusual designs.
\nd moderately priced too—smart wristts for women from $25 to $150.
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Venus. ..a nun u GRUEN timekeeping Baguette, $42.50
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